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1. Introduction

“The EVS Africa programme is an important step toward the sharing of knowledge and the mutual understanding of the commonalities and differences that should be embraced by Africa and the West” (Grace in Uganda).

In September 2007 the Multilateral EVS Project in EU and African countries started with 17 volunteers. This project is supported by the Youth in Action Programme of the European Commission and is organised and implemented by ICYE – International Cultural Youth Exchange. The young people – five from Africa and 12 from Europe – participated for nine months in social projects in Austria, Finland, UK, Italy and France from the European countries and Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda from Africa. This intercultural journey of living and working in another country and culture is of great cultural, educational and social impact, and creates a deeper understanding and respect for differences between people and cultures.

All the projects work within the frame of social inclusion. They aim to “include” marginalized people in society. For example some projects take care of children living and working in the streets, give them education and health support. Others work with refugees and immigrants providing them with information, educational programmes and housing. Other projects focus on orphans, the homeless, disabled or elderly people.

One special characteristic of this European Voluntary Service (EVS) project is the reciprocal exchange and mutual help on a trans-continental level, between developed and developing countries, between EU-member States and African countries. For the first time African EVS volunteers come to the EU. This reciprocal encounter offers for the group of volunteers as well as for the local communities a great opportunity for a better understanding and the inside-outside view of one’s culture.

This report is a tool to qualify and analyse this EVS project of Social Inclusion in European and African countries and its intercultural learning and non-formal educational impact. It includes the experience of the volunteers working and living in the different countries, evaluates the benefits of EVS (Chapter 4) and gives an input concerning the theme Social Inclusion (Chapter 2 and 6). Specific Examples of Social Inclusion and in particular social or political developments (Kenya, South Africa and Uganda) can be found in chapter 7 – 9. One of the projects received an evaluation visit from Barbara XXX of the European Commission, which is described by two Ghana based volunteers, Mara and Hanna.

The project started with a pre-departure training (chapter 3) held in Berlin with all the volunteers (apart form three Africans who didn’t get the visa) right before leaving to their host countries. This training focused on intercultural learning such as identity, cultural diversity, cultural adaptation process, communication, conflict resolution and the concept of volunteering.

To improve the contact among the volunteers during their EVS, an E-group mailing list was established. This enhanced regular inputs through emails.

Concluding the (official) project – the personal one will be of long-lasting impact – we all met again in June 2008 in Berlin to have a Final Evaluation meeting (Chapter 10). There we reflected on the different projects, exchanged and shared ideas and an experience of intercultural learning, social inclusion and project work and we prepared the coming home process.

We want to thank all the different actors in realising this EVS project. The European Commission for the grant and support, the partner organisations for organising and supporting the volunteers’ preparation and stay, the volunteers for their involvement, enthusiasm and sharing their experiences; and the international co-ordinating organisation ICYE International Office for the overall organisation!
2. Social Inclusion

Social exclusion is a worldwide problem. Many groups of people find obstacles that can be of social, economical, cultural, geographical, gender or age related or because of physical or mental disability. They are often called – politically correctly: “people with fewer opportunities”. To understand why this all happens would be beyond the score of this essay. Principles of social cohesion, equity and fairness are threatened which lead into high unemployment rates, decrease of equality of opportunities (e.g. for education), racism, sexism, poverty, marginalisation and discrimination.

We all have examples in mind: People with HIV/AIDS, the young single mother with low or without income, the old woman who does not have enough money to live on, the young man who left school without an diploma, the drug addict, ethnic minority group (or even majority groups as in South Africa) and so on. Examples are in the hundreds and it is not easy where to stop and who else to mention.

Most vulnerable people often face a number of different insecurities in their lives, which at the same time can be compounded, for example: unemployment, discrimination and isolation; or inadequate housing, health problems and inconsistent education and training. These people can feel an erosion of rights and responsibilities and can end up in a vicious circle. The basic social, economic, cultural, civil and political rights and responsibilities are undermined or under threat. For example, it is difficult to succeed at school if you face discrimination on a daily basis. Without a basic education how will you find a decent job? Without a decent job how will you afford adequate housing? When the confidence is broken and people do not understand your situation, it is very difficult to join in cultural or civil activities. In the end their compounding problems affect every part of a person's life.

Many institutions, civil and political organisations are aware of this problem and try to combat this situation by enhancing the social inclusion for more people. On one hand roots of exclusion are tried to be understood and the hostile conditions deleted or at least reduced. On the other “people with fewer opportunities” should get support to get out of their exclusion in an inclusive way by showing them respect, trust and security, helping them to participate and encouraging and developing their self-esteem and independence. All these key elements are important for the construction of self-worth and the confidence in one's ability to learn, make appropriate choices and decisions and respond effectively to changes. Ideally, the person should be the actor of her/his life in an inclusive way.

“Excluded young people are hard to reach and the more excluded they are the harder it is. Some of the barriers to people's inclusion are deep-rooted, long lasting and structural in society. Projects obviously cannot single-handedly eradicate poverty, unemployment, drug use, racism and xenophobia, educational underachievement, homelessness, abuse and neglect, youth crime or any of the other problems linked with people's social exclusion. But they can work with young people in informal settings, broadening their opportunities, providing new experiences and challenges, showing their faith in young people and bringing out of them what is best” (2003, Council of Europe, T-Kit on Social Inclusion).

One mayor issue is the wording. Everybody knows the sentence “He is not normal”, referring to a man with mental disabilities. But what is “normal”? Is a lesbian woman normal? Is a person of dark skin in Berlin normal? Is a person using glasses normal? … To show respect, to build self-esteem and to include, already starts with the right word to refer to this person or group. Over the years more and more people have become more aware of the need for respectful wording; terms have changed or dropped completely or avoided. Some words just have been obviously derogatory (as “Nigger”; ”Mongo” for downsyndrom), others were avoided for being insensitive or inaccurate as “the poor”, “the handicapped” or “the jobless”.
Often these words were not meant disrespectful but resulted in being so. In South Africa non-white persons are called “people previously disadvantaged”, in Finland people with disabilities are called “people with special needs”, “Gypsies” are called Roma or Sinti, in the US “Niggers” are called “Afro-Americans”. The most important thing is that we start to reflect on our wording and how important it is to show respect in how we call each other.

With this EU-Africa EVS project financed by the European Commission we try to provide more social inclusion. Young people travelling abroad will face a different environment and culture, will broaden their horizon and points of view for others’ situation. All of the volunteers of this EVS project worked in a local organisation in their host country that is committed to social inclusion: Orphans, street children, capacity training for youngsters, youth clubs, HIV/AIDS, refugees, prostitutes, young mothers, elderly people, people with disabilities etc. In addition they all met situations of social exclusion or inclusion in daily life: through personal experiences by them (being a foreigner, being of different colour or gender) or by observing others in their surrounding. ICYE also did a training concentrating on inclusion (how to feel as a minority or majority, consequences for specific behaviour, dealing with power and security). In chapter seven we list examples of the volunteers with social inclusion during their Voluntary Service.
3. Pre-Departure Meeting

The EVS Project started with a pre-departure training in Berlin, on September 8 – 11 2007. 14 Volunteers took part and left to their host countries the day the training ended. During the meeting the volunteers’ expectations and motivations were discussed. In addition information was given on the host projects and the EVS programme itself (e.g. EU, Youth in Action programme, health insurance, pocket money, support structure). Intercultural learning and dynamics, as well as constructive problem-solving methods were discussed. We did a special focus on the overall theme “Social inclusion”. We conducted an exercise (from Betzafta “The Three Volunteers”) and follow-up discussion on this topic which was very interesting and fruitful. We tried to link to the projects volunteers were planning to do. The group was very motivated and had a lively exchange of their experiences and view points.

Highlights of the Training:

**Expectation of my EVS – hopes and fears:**
The volunteers documented their thoughts, hopes, fears and expectation concerning their EVS and the stay abroad. Afterwards we had a discussion about the different aspects including topics such as gender and HIV/AIDS.

Examples of the main inputs:

**Living and Accommodation:** Hope to learn and understand “African Life”/different culture/different habits and customs; concerned about lack of privacy, hygiene, mosquitoes, safe food and weather (winter – tropical climate).

**Culture and Language:** Wish to learn a new language, to experience a new culture and to respect it; fear that language barrier interferes with the integration and that cultural misunderstandings could lead into conflicts.

**Host project / Work:** Hope to bring something important, positive and sustainable to the project that makes sense for its people, and to use this experience to benefit for the future plans; Worried about the language barrier, not to be needed and to have too high expectations (themselves or of the project-supervisor) and the question why an EVS volunteer rather than a local person.

**Home:** wish to receive visits and to be able to know one’s country from a different angle by being abroad and coming back; fear of being homesick and not being understood when coming home.

**Intercultural Learning:**

**Circle Game:** In two circles (an inner and outer one whereby two people were facing each other) the pax were given questions on prejudices, stereotypes and exclusion. The first person had one minute to answer while the other person could not say anything. This was then repeated with the other person getting one minute to talk. For the next question the outer circle turns to get new partners. Afterwards we had a group discussion on the situation of not talking and only listening and the topic of prejudice.

**Home and Host country:** First the volunteers presented one item that they take along with them when they travel. In the second step they were asked...
to write down three things they would like to take with them abroad and three things they would like to leave behind. In the third step the volunteers made a drawing what they imagine their host country to be.

**Values:** The goal of this session is to reflect on different values and behaviours, prejudices, stereotypes. First the volunteers had to think about their own values and which are the most important for them. Then, in small groups they had to agree on a common pyramid of values (a ranking), without using mathematics. As the most important ones Honesty, Respect, Responsibility, Patience and Friendliness were named. In the end the results were discussed in plenary. The difficulty to negotiate and “value” values was highlighted. As a reference for diversity the iceberg model of culture was presented:

*Dynamic problem solving:* In every cultural setting you need an awareness of how conflicts can arise and how to be able to solve them. When being in a different (intercultural) environment this is even more difficult. Cross-cultural skills would be of great support: in small simulation games we discussed possible conflict situations of an EVS (at work, in social life, in their accommodation) and the possible ways out of the conflict: the importance of active listening, observation, communication skills, tolerance of differences, appreciation and learning the language were mentioned. In addition the support structure of mentors and the host organisation was also explained.

**Social Inclusion:**
To put a special focus on the theme of this EU-Africa EVS project “Social Inclusion” we exercised the Betzafta activity “The Three Volunteers”. The idea is to experience how someone feels in a minority / majority and what are the consequences for behaviour, integration, power and sensation of well-being.

While three “volunteers” leave the room, the rest of the group agrees on special symbols, wordings (for example *car* instead of *work*), taboos and gestures. They start a controversial discussion on a topic using the symbols, wordings and gestures they just agreed on. One by one the “volunteers” enter the room again. The discussion continues 20 min. The reflection and evaluation takes some 30 minutes with following questions: how do you behave in the different position? Did you try to integrate (the volunteers as well as the group)? How did you feel in the majority/minority? How did you deal with power? What is the connection to reality?
4. Experiences of the Voluntary Service

In this chapter the different experiences of the Voluntary Service and the stay abroad will be documented. Most of the inputs are taken from questionnaires, emails or statements (at the trainings) from the volunteers. They reflect the diversity of viewpoints, encounters and personal feelings. In the same time they have something very important and uniting in common: to be somewhere where everything is completely different from home and the past daily life; starting with the skin colour, weather, food, noises, behaviour in the streets, reaction to newcomers, etc.

First Impressions

Here you can read some of the first impressions the volunteers had when they arrived in their host countries.

Tarek, Austrian Volunteer in Kenya:

[...] I took a first mouthful of dirt, as I arrived that Tuesday morning during rush hour in Nairobi. It is strange to switch between two worlds just within a nap in a plane. Our vehicle found its way only slowly through the traffic jam. Enough time to watch the street traders, young guys running between the cars looking for windows to clean, and huge birds sitting in the trees as if the city has been their living environment for ages.

After a few days of seminar at the ICYE office I prepared to enter another world again: the countryside of Kenya. [...] There we learned the first African rule: Wait. Just for a minute! No, better two. Or so. We waited about two hours for the driver to pick us up. [...] I was taking a Matatu-Minibus from Downtown Nairobi to Kisii, which is in the western part of Kenya. If it says “Express” on the back of the car, they really mean it! Driving 100 km/h on an unpaved road made the two catholic sisters sitting next to me praying. After only two defects we were “almost” there. After another hour we were almost therer, and 150 kilometres further we were the almost therest. In Kisii, the two sisters stopped their preys and took care of my luggage saying “We won’t move until you found your Mama!” Thank you again!! Finding my brand new African Mama was not difficult, because I had a very helpful hint: I should watch out for a “very dark person”.

After a 12 hours drive, I arrived at my new home. A quite big house made of bricks. No water from the tab, no electricity. That’s what I call a real experience, not so say an adventure. The area I am actually living in now is rich in rainfalls, so it is densely covered by vegetation. Exotic fruits like bananas, mangos, papayas only to name some grow everywhere. And when the sun disappears behind the smooth hills you certainly know, that this is the real Africa!

Milla, Finnish Volunteer in South Africa:

When Julie and I arrived in Cape Town, both the director of the Volunteer Centre and our supervisor were welcoming us at the airport. For the first three weeks we stayed at Red Cross Accommodation at the same building where our office was; a great and convenient possibility to explore the city better.

Already at the first day of our arrival I met most of my co-workers at the Volunteer Centre office. Although I was quite tired after the long flight it was nice to get introduced to my future co-workers and I think I’ll never forget those friendly smiles I got on that day!

The afternoon after our arrival we spent with our supervisor. I can remember how tired I felt and also the question I couldn’t really answer: what was the reason to come to Cape Town?

Isabel, Mozambican Volunteer in Finland:

[...] My first impression about Finnish people and Finland was good. [...] My arrival was fine. I just had the first cultural shock in the airport, normally in my country when we meet, we give two kisses. I wanted to give the man who came to pick me up two greeting kisses, but
he did not want. I felt bad. Then I arrived in my host project/host family. I was shocked because I did not want to live in the countryside and also work there. It was hard for me. All the time I was alone. I was crying. For the first week I learnt about my project how to do things and also learnt few words in Finnish. I felt better.

**Mara, Italian Volunteer in Ghana:**
The first day started my orientation undertaken by the ICYE office; about my responsibilities, rights and duties. The day after I had my lessons of Twi, one of the official languages. It was a good moment to have a general idea about the place I started to live. I felt happy and uncomfortable together because I didn’t have enough time to realize, before to leave my country what I was going to do.

**Steward, British volunteer in Mozambique:**
After a long and tiring journey we (myself and Emma Vepsa) finally arrived [...] in Maputo at around midday. The heat was almost unbearable having come from the cold of a Berlin winter yet the excitement of being in Africa was something very special. [...] We were driven to the AJUDE office in downtown Maputo but nothing had prepared me for the sights, sounds and sheer number of people that filled the streets and pavements. Coming with an open mind I wasn’t sure what to expect yet that drive into town past some of the shanty towns that line the sides of the road was a real eye opener. I had expected a greater level of development, being so close to South Africa, yet the evident level of poverty and standard of basic infrastructures such as roads and houses was a shock. At this point a combination of jet lag, tiredness and shock had me worried about how I was going to be spending the next nine months!

**Raimonda, Lithuanian Volunteer in Nigeria**
[...] When I landed in Nigeria, got through the immigration office and found my luggage, I stepped out of the airport where I met a crowd of people staring at me. I supposed to meet one of my colleagues at the airport. I did not know how the person should look like, but logically thought that someone will be waiting for me with a sign with my name or the name of organisation. I could not see anything, so I started wondering around. Obviously lost white girl caught people's attention. Lots of strangers wanted to help me: some of them were offering taxi, others were asking what I was looking for and were offering help, the rest was trying to help to avoid first two groups. One young lady came up to me and instructed me to go back to airport EXIT and stay there. Then she asked me about the contacts of the people that were supposed to pick me up. When I gave her the cell phone number, she dialled right away and started to curse the person who picked up the phone: “Are you local? Do you know how it is dangerous for young white lady to stay here alone? I don’t give a damn; bring your ass as quick as possible! I will wait with her till you come”. Next minute another man came up to me. Maybe he was with the lady or maybe he was just another good will guy that cared about new coming persons. He told me he asked the airport security to watch me for a while till someone will pick me up. [...] After 20 minute or more some one came to me. My “body guards” did not let the guy to me, first of all they checked all his documents, then showed it to me and just when I confirmed, that I am with ICYE organisation and that the guy is the one, they let him to take care of me. It was strange that these good people disappeared before I said “thank you”.
Hanna, Finnish volunteer in Ghana:
[...] Leaving from Finland, I felt to come very fast, and I didn't feel as prepared as I could have been. This must be one of the reasons why my first days felt in a way chaotic to me. It was like jumping into something totally opposite than all my previous life. Nothing what I read or heard could have prepared me for the dropping inside a totally different world. [...] And already during those first days I learnt the most important thing: patience to wait that the things WILL somehow come out because they ALWAYS will. And very fast I found my way to live in Ghana - and more I really felt in love with the country.
[...] We arrived in Africa two hours late; it was late in the evening and all dark. It had been raining, so the air was humid in a tropical way and it was HOT. At least it felt hot for me, stepping out of the aero plane, wearing shirts with long sleeves and a woollen jacket. [...] To be honest, the next morning on our way to the office, I kept thinking "I'll never ever survive in this country on my own; this is too much for me". I didn't understand anything, for example how the trotros worked (men shouting out of the windows and people getting in the car as if they knew where the car was going and how much to pay), [...]
My first weeks were confusing but great. In the beginning the feeling remained for some time that I could never survive on my own here. But then I started to learn how Ghana works and felt home. And as soon as I settled down, I realised what a beautiful country I had discovered. I really, REALLY appreciate the way how people live here - close to each other, without stress and hurry, caring about each other. I feel that I have found something more valuable than anything I ever learned in Finnish schools. [...] Of course, during the first weeks I had to be embarrassed a couple of times about my stupid European way of thinking. The first week our cook told me she'd take me to the Market with her. I stupidly imagined a European kind of market, indoors, with cold shelves etc. And then we went to Madina Market anyway outside, with looooots of small shops and people and noise. I loved it, of course, but felt impossible to ever come there on my own without getting totally lost. And then of course, exactly one month later, I went there alone to shop plenty of things, and got everything without any problem. Just as I have learned to take trotros even for long ways with three changes of car.

Grace, British Volunteer in Uganda:
My first impression of the maze of Kampala was tremendously overwhelming, but it was equally exhilarating. Weaving through the bikes, cars and motorcycles on the capitals streets is like running a gauntlet, with people shouting 'Mzungu!' (white person) and grabbing your hands to get your attention, and everybody everywhere is buying or selling something. The noise of music, laughter and barter mingles with the smell of sweat and popcorn kicked up in the dust. The lights of traffic, the stalls surrounding the crowded taxi park, and the general chaos of the city at night make it feel like a tumbling fairground after dark.
Cultural adaptation process:

“I really, REALLY appreciate the way how people live here - close to each other, without stress and hurry, caring about each other. I feel that I have found something more valuable than anything I ever earned in Finnish school” (Hanna in Ghana).

Spending time in another country and a different cultural environment leads, especially for long-term-stays, to a cultural adaptation process. Typical is a special curve of adaptation. The first stages of the “honeymoon phase” lead to an enthusiastic first encounter with all new things and experiences. Everything is exciting, new and interesting. This stage is mostly followed by the “disillusionment phase” in which the person is still not part of the whole environment, but things are not exciting and new anymore. One can easily feel irritated, sad and incompetent. Comparisons with one's country and stereotypes can come into play. The last stage is typically the “Understanding” and the “Integration phase” where one has grown accustomed to the new culture and is starting to follow the way of life as the locals do and to find his/her own position.

From the statements you can see the importance of knowing the (local) language to be able to participate and interact in daily life, to communicate and to express ones thoughts. Most of the volunteers mentioned the colour of the skin as an obstacle of adaptation/integration. All of these young people were in the situation of a minority of skin-colour-group which for most of them was a totally new experience. This can be expressed e.g. by people staring at you, racism, and/or expectation of being rich, powerful and money-giving or on the other hand being a prostitute, poor or a drug dealer. This daily sensation is often connected to stereotypes the locals might have of foreigners.

Another big issue in this adaptation process is to get familiar with the communication rules, the different concepts of time management and efficiency as well as the daily life organisation.

Many participants experienced kind of culture shock in the beginning. But all mentioned that, finally, they felt integrated in society and life, being familiar with the customs and local rules, traffic, food, working methods and found friends. Some mentioned that from that stage on, time appeared to fly.

In particular you can read about these experiences in the following pages:

Tarek, Austrian volunteer in Kenya:
I only had anxieties, excitement in the very first week before and when arriving in my host country. Thanks to my host family which helped me in many ways it was easy for me to adapt to the new situation.

Milla, Finnish Volunteer in South Africa:
Sure I experienced a culture shock! Sometimes everything was just too ‘South African’ to me and for a while I just wanted to go back home and get back to that ‘very well organised life’. Even now there are moments when the African way of doing things is sometimes frustrating, sometimes exciting! […]
I think I have adapted quite well – there are things that have changed in my life because of all the things I have experienced here; but I’ve also noticed what I am willing to keep. South Africa is anyway full of different things; in some parts of Cape Town you feel like you’d be in Europe and in some other parts the reality is just so different! There are also people with different habits & values - I cannot say I have adapted to the whole South African culture in all its diversity but at least I’ve seen and lived some parts of it. […]
I think that during the last months my feelings have been quite steady. I am not feeling very excited but also not very scared – I just feel fine. Because of the choices that I have made me also feel more relaxed, especially in areas where I am often or when I am out with my sisters.
Isabel, Mozambican Volunteer in Finland:
After three months many things changed to me because in the first weeks everything was new and strange at the same time. I experienced cultural shock. With so many things for the first days, first moments I had some shocks: how people behave, with food and some other things. The beginning was hard. When I came I was ready for everything almost. [...] I was trying to understand things. I think I have never seen so different people in my life like here.

Mara, Italian Volunteer in Ghana:
I was never been shocked, even, if it's possible to see things here, my eyes never used to see. Maybe this wasn't a shock because before to come to Ghana, I spent more than forty days in another African country. I want to learn what is impossible to plan to learn: the human differences that don't belong only to a place but those differences that cross the world. [...] The excitement was not in me from the beginning. I arrived in Ghana, in my host project with more determination to work than excitement, but anyway after some time I felt different from the first time because I felt more comfortable and accepted from the community. [...] I felt totally integrated and beloved from a lot of people.

Steward, British Volunteer in Mozambique:
Working with Mozambicans has been a steep learning curve. Whilst well meaning and kind it is often hard to get information from people who you know have the information but do not want to share it or think it is important. As such a lot of time and effort can be wasted. Apparently it is because I am asking the wrong questions! [...] Yes, I believe I have adapted well to the local culture and customs. I very much enjoy living here in Maputo with Mozambicans and the local beer is great! Unfortunately I seem to be linguistically challenged and as such have not picked up the language as well as some other volunteers. However, I have learnt enough to hold basic conversations and enjoy the game of charades that often ensues. [...] Despite many challenges I thoroughly enjoyed learning and adapting to a completely different way of life. By the end, Maputo and Mozambique very much felt like home and I thoroughly enjoyed interacting. Apprehension, fear and an impatience of just wanting to get on with things and explore the city were my principle feelings at the beginning. Also, excitement at the immense differences from what I was used to and realising that this really was an incredible experience. At the end everything was totally normal and things that had shocked me before I didn't even register. Maputo felt like home and I was totally comfortable there.

Omowunmi, Nigerian Volunteer in Italy:
I am still struggling to learn the language, because it's a very technical language and different from the rules of English. I could say it's getting better each day for me. [...] Initially when I got here, the weather was too cold for me, and I could not cope, but later I got used to it, and now that its spring, its getting better, although it still snows on the mountains, because I live up north. [...] During the early stage of my project, adaptation was very difficult, because everything was strange, and I was doing more of watching than talking. I was trying to learn the language and along side study the acceptable norms expected of me in the new environment I was. In some situation, I would really feel like talking and giving my opinion about some situations, but because of the gap in language, I just try to express myself to the extent at
which I can. Now that I can speak the language a little bit, I feel more excited, and could work much more than the initial stage, when I could not speak nor understand anything.

**Raimonda, Lithuanian volunteer in Nigeria:**

 [...] People were telling me that I adapted well to Nigeria. But still I couldn't stand the traffic, African time and that “white skin” means “money”. I never felt that Nigeria is my home, but I felt good knowing that I could live there because I was able to discover all these little things in daily life which you need to know if you want to be part of society. People who knew me were saying “don't look at her skin colour; she is more Nigerian then you”.

**Julie, French Volunteer in South Africa:**

 [...] Three of the staff members, including me, have to do some shopping for the needs of the Volunteer Centre. I think: “Let's split and attribute each of us one of the things that are on the list so that we save time and are more efficient”. My colleagues think: “Let's enjoy the time together and do everything together!” In general, I am always in a hurry, willing to save time and try to be as efficient as possible, whereas my colleagues are almost never in a rush and what they call “in a moment” seems like an eternity to me! Even when we walk together, I find it extremely slow, almost unbearably slow!

 [...] One day, we were waiting for him [a friend], the whole morning. We kept calling him and he kept saying “I’m coming just now”. To us, it meant in a few minutes, but in “South African”, this means “any time, possibly not ever”. Not knowing this, we've been waiting for him the whole day! And he was annoyed by us, since he had told us “just now” he thought we knew it could be any time in the day, so why were we calling him every hour?! [...] In fact, in order to stop being disappointed by people, I decided to, first, take for granted that everything needs much longer time than we’re used to, so we must plan a lot in advance, and secondly to never expect things to work from the first time so that we are happy when things do! [...] I also understand that the context and all the ordeals that the previously disadvantaged people (as we call the people who were discriminated by the Apartheid regime) are going through that are sometimes making them unable to arrive on time or keep their promises.

 [...] Another thing I have noticed is that since South Africa has the same infrastructures as developed countries, almost the same way of life, especially in Cape Town which is quite European looking, we, as Europeans, tend to be expecting the same things as in our society, in almost all realms; and this is why the cultural shock in SA is more perfidious. There is one, but you don't recognize it as such because you have all your landmarks from your own society. So at some point you wonder what's wrong, but it's hard to define it. It's actually a cultural shock that you haven't been able to identify because of those similarities with your own society.

Mandela said “Speak to a man with a language he understands, it will go to his head; speak to a man in his language, it will go to his heart!” And he is so true! The Xhosa people don't expect white people to speak their language at all. So when we do, we are so warmly welcome! They smile, laugh and start interacting with us in such a friendly way! This changes the whole perspective of the stay!

[May:] I was finally feeling home. I had finally settled down. And from this very time, time just flew! I took advantage of every weekend, and week days actually, to spend time with South African and foreign friends I met here. All my fears had disappeared. I didn't feel unsafe anymore.

**Hope, Ugandan volunteer in UK:**

I was actually home sick somewhere between the last three months. I guess it is because all the excitement had worn out. I had visited all the places I wanted to go and I felt like I just
wanted to go home. Unlike the first weeks where being away from home was not much of an issue as long as I could talk to them over phone. However, in the last month, I started excitedly counting down the days to go and aimed of completing all the work that I had to do and achieved what ever I had set myself to do. […]

Anna-Karin, Swedish volunteer in Uganda:

[...] It doesn't feel like time goes when you don't have seasons, something I never thought I'd miss. [...] When I first arrived I thought I had all the time in the world but these last few months I realised time flies and there were still so much I wanted to do. I did start to spend my time more carefully; I spent more time with my friends and with the children and finished work I’ve started and things I’ve been meaning to do. But I also started to worry about life after Uganda, finding a job I’m happy with and somewhere to live. [...] I feel I got pretty well integrated in to the local community, as well as expected. I got on well with my co-workers and made many new friends among the Ugandans. But on one level you are always the mzungu [white person]; no matter how long you have lived there.

Elisa, Italian volunteer in Kenya:

[...] I thought it was important at the beginning to know the pupils, the teachers and in general the community of the slum but I didn't want to force them to accept me; I preferred a slow change. I know the problem is the colour of my skin!!!

[May: …] I am really tired feeling myself like a lion or giraffe that everybody is looking at! It is so irritating to hear 100 times per day: “Mzungu, how are you?” from children’s choir. But, from now, I know that I’ll be missing that and the people and the whole experience that I lived here. [...] I was able to create friendships with local people and volunteers from other countries. This had helped me to feel good and not alone. I don't know if I got true friends, but I really spent good times with them, we had nice ideas, exchanges and in the difficult moments I found support from them. This point was important in the first part of my experience, when often I felt my self unimportant and useless. Also walking alone in the slum or in the city, helped me getting independent and not feeling as a foreigner in a big city like Nairobi. I truly tried to fit and adapt my self in every contest and I feel I did that.

Prisca, Kenyan volunteer in Austria:

My feelings have greatly changed since the beginning. At first I did not like it at all because I was a minority but now I am very confident when I walk on the streets and I can basically use the local language to express myself which has really helped. I am able to quite understand what is going on around me and that is very important unlike in the beginning. [...] I think I have adapted quite well to some aspects of the Austrian culture. For example I now can at least try to sample of the food e.g. Apfel Strudel.
Hanna, Finnish Volunteer in Ghana:
[...] However my feelings changed again after two month. During my third month I found some things in the every day life that felt difficult and hard to bare. Many times I longed for a break (like a weekend or week) in Finland. I know this is part of the cultural shock process and is part of the adjusting process to feel difficult at some point when staying in another culture long-term. So even if I was exhausted I wasn’t really worried about myself and as I expected, later things start to go smoother again.
[...] I feel I have adapted to the culture quite well. I have learnt the routines that are very different from my life in Europe and most important of all I learnt a lot about seeing why things are like this here: why everything works like it does in every day. I have still a lot to learn and I am all the time trying to find more ways to adjust my europantiy to the local life.
In den end I was more tired and bored with the difficulties. [...] I wanted to go home from the house. [...] But than I travelled, so I was excited in a different way than before about seeing and experiencing the whole Ghana. I felt now I’m really INSIDE the country.

Signe, Danish volunteer in Nigeria:
I felt that I could walk freely in the streets and nothing exciting or scaring me as in the beginning. [...] I think I have adapted to the culture. I learnt to live by the rules in Nigeria.

Grace, British Volunteer in Uganda:
Before long I stopped responding to people who would shout to me on the street, realizing that I would simply not get anywhere if I stopped for everyone who wanted to talk! Now I walk on or nod politely without losing pace. The children who sit unaccompanied for hours, crying in the dust, who have learnt to beg before they can walk no longer move me close to tears. I have learnt to ignore their pleading eyes and outstretched hands and hope that the practical work I do will be of more use than unsubstantial and unsustainable handouts.
As I have learnt to deal with the differences in infrastructure and culture and the alarming poverty in Uganda, those around me have also needed to challenge their stereotypes of the ‘White Westerner’. This stereotype is something that touches everything I do here and is something I find extremely difficult, even now, four months into the programme. People who initially believed that I was their route out of Uganda or poverty have had to re-evaluate their expectations of me. [...] I have learnt how clear communication and honesty balanced with careful diplomacy is a vital component of living amongst another culture if one is to avoid misunderstandings, although this is sometimes difficult to maintain in situations in which there are language barriers and such societal differences [...] Therefore, when challenging engrained social values, such as gendered power inequalities, tact, diplomacy and patience must be employed as well as an awareness that a different point of view is just the view from somewhere you are not. [...] Some of the cultural differences I have explored in this report are something that as a westerner I am anxious to examine, and I am aware of the possibility of bringing an essentially Eurocentric lenses of understanding to a situation I have limited knowledge of.
have always strived to see cultural variation as neither better nor worse, simply different. But as a Western woman living in Uganda, I not only experience first hand the alienation of being a minority, but also the oppression of being female. As a result, challenging the inequalities of marginalized and exploited groups in society has become the focal point of my time here and will be a passion that I carry with me throughout my life. I feel it is important to highlight the enormity of a problem which is the scourge of a wonderful, vibrant culture.

**Emma, Finish volunteer in Mozambique:**
As my Portuguese was pretty bad in the first few months I wasn’t able to communicate with people as much as I wanted to which made it hard for me to get into the culture and learn to understand it. Last three months my Portuguese was already good enough to have conversations about something deeper as well and not just about the weather. [...] I have noticed myself using same kind of face impressions and specific phrases in my language really naturally than the locals do. I have also noticed the difference in the way I got treated by other people in the end of my stay comparing to the beginning. I felt like I was accepted to the society as a part of it.

**Living Situation**

As the participants of this programme are all volunteers they were not expected to rent their own apartment but were hosted either by local families, by the host project or with other volunteers. Some of the experiences of the different living situations can be read here:

**Tarek, Austrian Volunteer in Kenya:**
25 km southwest from Migori. A place maps cannot show exactly anymore. A house made of bricks! Own room, big living room, gas stove. There’s no water from the tap, we have to fetch it from the water pump outside. Electricity: none. The house is surrounded by a big garden. Mango trees, papaya, pineapples, avocado. The area is rich in rainfalls. The surrounding hills are gently covered by green vegetation, some single trees. Most of the houses are semi-permanent. That means: Inner walls made of soil, outer walls made of ant hill soil. Yes, here it is: The real Africa. The cliché is perfect. Women carrying goods on their heads, cows ploughing the fields. Crowds of children shouting “how are you”, others run away crying because of my colour of skin. Smiling, curious faces, open mouths everywhere I come. Hard working men, harder working women. [...] The area is one of the “poorest” parts in Kenya. Can you imagine feeding your family by only earning some 1,50 Euros a day? They can. But sending the numerous kids to secondary school which is not free of charge seems almost impossible for some families. It is even harder for the many orphans in this area. Those who can afford wear their school uniforms with pride, even when they are fixed with 100 stitches.

**Milla, Finnish volunteer in South Africa:**
Oh, Cape Town starts feeling like home now! My new host family is really great - or just the way a host family should be. They share their culture and I feel like being a family member. [...] I live now in Lansdowne, at the southern suburbs of Cape Town. I do like the area and it is a walking distance from the office of Volunteer Centre, which is a nice thing too! Our house has six rooms, kitchen, bathroom and a nice garden. At the house there are living my
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host mother, host father and their two daughters together with their boyfriends staying in the same house. At our house we also have three dogs and I am still busy learning who lives outside and who inside and who is jumping to the street and who is not allowed to go there. […] Sometimes we have issues what comes to them being parents and us being the “children”. I mean, since I was 18 years old I’ve been living alone - so I am quite independent and willing to keep it that way. But on the other hand I knew I am going to stay in a family and getting this role of a child so it has been okay - in the end of the day it is their house and I want to respect the rules.

But what is really irritating me is the role of the males. There are no signs of equality and what comes to house-holding works; it is the duty of females. The females are trying to arise this issue, and so the man of the house says he’s not working in kitchen because of his gender. Also if we are having different opinions, the father is always the one with the right opinion. Until some point I am trying to explain my opinions and thoughts to him but I have the feeling that I always need to give up because of my gender. Since I am totally not used to this I am just trying to cope and not to make any conflicts between us - and I have really begun to appreciate the guys back home.

Isabel, Mozambican Volunteer in Finland:
I am living near to a small village called Hämeenkoski in the countryside. I am living with one couple. They are married and they have four sons and live together with five people with disabilities.

Steward, British volunteer in Mozambique:
I live with a local family in a suburb called Laulane, approximately 1 - 1½ hours outside of Maputo city by bus. The house is a 30 minute walk from the chappa stop and it is common for the street lights to not be working, meaning a great view of the stars if a little scary! I share a room with my host brother, Boa, a 24 year old. The house is brick built, normally with running water and a back yard where I play football with kids, once the chickens have been scared off! The best thing about living with the family, other than the great food, is the kindness shown to me by everyone. All members of the family have been exceptionally open, warm and friendly and have really gone out of their way to make me feel at home. The food consists of huge plates of rice, beans, Matapa, chicken or fish so good that it would grace any restaurant. Living with a host family has given me a real insight into the daily lives of normal Mozambicans that other foreigners and tourists simply do not see. It certainly makes you realize how lucky and spoilt we are in the west. […] Fortunately I have not really had any serious conflicts with my family. I have keys to the house and can come and go as I please. The only issue that I did have was that breakfast would take an exceptionally long time to prepare (I am not allowed to help!) and I would often be late for meetings etc. As such I spoke to Boa and we agreed to buy the bread the night before and we could therefore have breakfast without me being rude and still make my appointments.

Omuwunmi, Nigerian volunteer in Italy:
[…] I live in an apartment with other Volunteers. We are ten in number which makes it much more interesting, because we are all from different countries, from America, Greece,
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Armenia, Nepal, Lithuania, Georgia, Sweden etc. This gave me the opportunity to learn more about different countries. They are all nice and understanding. At the moment, I have not had any conflict with any of.

Julie, French Volunteer in South Africa:
I have been living within a Muslim host family with Milla, the other volunteer, for two months. It was a good thing in the sense that it erased some prejudices I had against the Muslim religion. [...] Our rooms surprisingly had no doors. The only door that existed in the separate cottage we were living in was the bathroom one. And since the host family still had some personal items like cloths, beddings, bath towels etc. stocked in my room, they would enter in my room anytime, whether I was sleeping or not, changing my cloths, etc. [...] To me it was first almost unbearable, as I felt that they were intruding into my privacy; but I didn't want to complain because I felt that it was my duty as a guest to adapt to their way of life. So I tried to adapt, and since then, I have noticed that I am much less "private space concerned"! So that was a good experience in the end!

Hanna, Finnish volunteer in Ghana:
[...] I was to sleep in the children's home. [...] In my place came also two German girls from another organisation, and later also an Austrian girl via ICYE for a shorter time. We are sharing a room and getting along well. [...] We have a nice bathroom and we can eat our meals in a kitchen together. The conditions are good. Only we have no running water but we carry the water from a tap outside, so it's easy.

Elisa, Italian volunteer in Kenya
About my host family I have nothing bad to say. They are special, very nice and they make me feel really at home! There is comprehension and respect for each other. I live with them since my arrival. They are the best part of my project. [...] I’m so sad to leave my host family. Now [in may] I can say that they are my African family. I’m not a guest for them; I’m just Elisa, their Italian daughter!

Signe, Danish volunteer in Nigeria:
My host mother and I didn’t get along well but with time we got along fine by adapting to each others needs and personalities.

Grace, British Volunteer in Uganda:
My family is very caring and look after me well but there are eight of them living in a five room unfurnished house, without water or electricity, and I have one of the rooms and one of the two beds. Only one person in the house has any income. It not only made me feel uncomfortable to discover [...] that they may have certain expectations of me; that I will buy them things, for example, or pay for them to do things, which as a volunteer, I do not have capacity to do and do not feel comfortable doing as once you start providing financial support it may escalate to an unmanageable point and a dependency could develop.
Work / Host project

“However I have the feeling that I already found some tasks that make sense. There are even hard times I am going through, but all the things happen under the shadow of the awareness that it is part of a big, unforgettable experience” (Tarek).

All the volunteers participated in local projects that tackled the issue of Social Inclusion in one or another way. The projects are working on a non profit basis and the input of the volunteer should have a positive impact and benefit for the local community. The variety of organisations and tasks are presented in the following pages:

**Tarek, Austrian volunteer in Kenya**

**Rural Integrated Solidarity Empowerment Trust (RISE Trust).** RISE Trust is involved in community activities that empower members such as good agricultural practices, micro financing and small enterprise development, youth counselling, orphanage and education.

It is just wonderful that there are persons like my “new” mom, “Eunita”. Not that she is “only” taking care about 16 (!) orphans. She is even chairlady of the organisation I am actually working with: “R.I.S.E. Trust”. With its office in Migori, south-western part of Kenya, the organisation is taking care of a number of orphans, youth - and women groups in this area. By holding seminars and giving small loans, they are working on maintenance and progress of the groups.

The one youth group nearby my home is called “Modali”. As a member now I join their agricultural activities. You would never like to see me ploughing a field in the beginning, because you wouldn’t know whether to laugh or cry […] As the cooperation between us I would call a “win-win situation”, I am able to help them with keeping clear the records for the loans they give to people.

The work I am also doing at the R.I.S.E. office is helping whenever there is a computer problem and helping to keep the documents like receipts and reports in an order. The project I am just about to start up is to establish a website for the organisation. As all things take their time in Africa, it will even take me some to finish that project due to sluggish internet connections. […]

At the local school I was giving sports, music and English-lessons in both, primary and secondary school. Working together with kids and youth was the kind of work I enjoyed most. […] Since I was able to get a guitar by the end of October I could enrich the teaching for me and for a lot of the children. Although my knowledge of playing guitar is limited we managed to sing some very nice songs together. Meanwhile it is difficult to teach up to 62 children per class at a time. They like most the songs where they can clap the hands and feet. Those moments of entering the class room and watching into the children’s eyes full of joy for the upcoming music lesson and the happy faces when singing make me most happy! Sometimes I sit down in the shadow of a big tree. In seconds hundred of kids surround me listening with open mouths and huge children’s eyes.

**Milla, Finnish Volunteer in South Africa:**

**Volunteer Centre:** The Centre is a volunteer development organisation for previously disadvantaged young people. The community volunteering is a primary way in which youth are mobilized to help and support others and to gain skill. The centre fights against unemployment and offers resources for
tertiary education. The head office has satellite offices in rural and disadvantaged areas such as Kindergartens and shelters.

My host organisation Volunteer Centre placed me to work for their member organisations; three days a week I am working in Mitchells Plain, in the largest coloured community some 30km away from Cape Town’s Central Business District. Thursdays I attend a Xhosa-course and Fridays I am working at the office of the Volunteer Centre.

Mondays and Wednesdays in Mitchells Plain I am working at a shelter. There are two buildings where I am arranging program for children from abusive backgrounds. I find my work quite challenging, because also the group is changing all the time - depending on who is staying at the shelter at that particular day. Usually I have 10-15 children in my group - the youngest are three years old and the oldest are teenagers. Together we are playing, singing, doing all kind of educational activities but also learning about other countries and life there.

Tuesdays I am working at a crèche [Educare] in a group with preschoolers. The children come from different areas and so in the everyday life at the crèche the teachers are speaking mostly English but also Afrikaans and Xhosa. I am really enjoying my work there; it is very interesting to see how things are working and share all kinds of educational thoughts with my co-workers.

[June]: It has clearly taken a while to find my feet here in Cape Town. I wasn’t feeling well in my projects in Mitchells Plain and during the Easter time we did some new arrangements; I continued volunteering at the Educare in Mitchells Plain but stopped volunteering at the shelter. Instead of that I found a nice crèche [belonging to the Volunteer Centre] closer to where I stay and so for the last two months I have been volunteering there twice a week.

In Educare in Mitchells Plain I feel that especially during the last few months I have become as a “real” member of the staff. It feels nice to be (finally) accepted there! I can finally feel that some of the small seeds that I have tried to plant there are starting to grow. From my colleges there I got the absolutely best feedback: “In the beginning I wasn’t sure if I would be able to work with ‘those’ [white] people but it’s been really a pleasure to work with you”.

At Lady Buxton (my new placement) I’ve been really enjoying! As soon as I went there I felt “normal” - not that the place is similar than back home but the atmosphere has been quite easy to fit in. [...] Generally my EVS-project has met my expectations. I was expecting to learn about the new culture, about the local people and their ways of seeing the world. [...] For my project I wanted to bring my knowledge and skills to share and also gain more grass-root information through my work. I didn’t know my tasks and that the working places are going to be so many different organisations - that I am working every week in three different organisations. On the other hand this way I have seen more but it also takes more time to get into your project when you see the people there only once a week (especially in the beginning this takes quite a lot energy).

Isabel, Mozambican Volunteer in Finland:
Kuhankosken erityisammattikoulu: Community Living for people with special needs. Different vocational fields for disabled people that are taught in the school: Culture (art, handicraft), Natural resources and the Environment, Tourism, Catering and Domestic Services (household and customer services) and Prevocational Studies. The project consists of different living houses where the clients live. Each house has a supervisor, staff and one or two volunteers working there. The volunteer’s
tasks are taking care of the people with special needs, helping in the garden and the house, organising small activities and events.

I am working with handicapped people and am taking care of one of them. She is a girl, 26 years old. I am helping her in the workshops; I bathe her, play; go for walk and sometimes have fun. [...] In the beginning I was not happy, because I expected to do something different. To live and work at the same place did not help me so much. But now, I know, I am a little bit happy, I can't say 100%, but I really like my work. [...] I work with handicapped people. From them I learn many things about life. Each time I was feeling sad, it was always them who put me up. We had so many events, like carnivals, Christmas, concerts, birthday parties. With all those things it was really good to see them so happy, that was making me happy too.

**Mara, Italian volunteer in Ghana:**

**Handi Vangelism.** This is a rehabilitation centre and children's home. It provides integrated rehabilitation and re-integration services for street kids, setting up monitoring mechanisms to avoid parents’ and foster parents’ conflict, and the facilitating agency, engaged in a community based poverty reduction project. The volunteers will work at the centre with the street children to take care of their needs and arrange activities with them.

My last time in the host project was less dynamic than the beginning. I felt tired but completely integrated in the group and the community. I felt the kids hosted in the project more close to me.

**Steward, British volunteer in Mozambique:**

**ACCORD** – Association for Cooperation and Development, is a non profit youth organisation working in the field of national disaster relief, HIV/AIDS, Malaria and youth capacity building.

My project is a local Mozambican organisation officially aimed at increasing youth participation in areas such as HIV/AIDS, education, training, youth capacity building and economic and social development issues. My role within this organisation, although specifically undefined, has generally been to introduce ACCORD to as many prospective partners working in the above fields as possible and therefore increase the organisations capacity to function. To achieve this I have rewritten the organisations profile and contacted numerous organisations,
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NGO’s, UN agencies and other related organisations who may be interested in ACCORDs work or have future volunteer opportunities for them. Currently there have been a few interested parties though nothing concrete as the follow up from ACCORD can be a little slow! [...] However, I very much admire the young people who wish to make a difference to their country and actively take part in bringing about change. The majority of the volunteers are extremely friendly and welcoming.

[June:] I was extremely pleased with the work that had been accomplished and I didn’t want it to end. I hoped that the techniques and skills that I had shown were useful and allow the organisation to move forward. I had also learned a tremendous amount and was just grateful for being included.

Omowunmi, Nigerian volunteer in Italy:
Associazione Volontarius “Centri e Servizi per I senza fissa dimora”. The centre offers hospitality and temporary assistance (lodging, personal hygiene service, meals, medical, psychological and legal) to homeless people that may be local or immigrants, men, women and children, even without any regular stay of permit or similar (with the authorization of the mayor of Bolzano). Their activities lead to the reintegration in social life through Assistance, Listening, and Accompaniment.

I’m really enjoying my projects here in Bolzano Bozen (Italy). [...] I presently work with three projects: Refugees Centre, Centre for Homeless Teenagers, and Project Alba. Alba is involved with the rehabilitation of Prostitutes, and I join the crew each time they go on street work to meet the prostitutes where they work. We give them condoms, hot tea or coffee when the weather is cold, and also other things like sweets, biscuits etc. This enable us have a closer contact with them, and afterwards we could council them and render necessary assistance to them. [...] Through the work I was able to learn a second language and I got self accomplishment. I can boost my CV with this experience.

Raimonda, Lithuanian Volunteer in Nigeria:
Action Health Incorporated (AHI). AHI is a pioneering NGO dedicated to improving the health of Nigerian adolescents. They create awareness on the status of adolescent health in Nigeria and the need to take immediate positive action among parents, policy makers, and the community at large and to empower the youth concerning their sexuality and life planning.

My project works with youth between 9 and 24 years. They focus on youth development, sexual education (HIV/AIDS) and Family Life HIV Education (F.L.H.E.)

I worked in different units of AHI: In the beginning I was helping staff with daily duties. It seemed everyone had their own duties and there was no work left for one more person. [...] Everyday I had to ask my supervisor to give me tasks. Most part of my time I felt I could have been assigned more tasks, which would have added more to my work experience. [...] I was patiently waiting one more month till one day I accidentally met one of the executive directors and was asked about my work. I told the truth and situation became better. I worked five days a week from 8am till 5pm. I was placed in the Resources and Documentation Unit, which is responsible for publishing the youth magazine “Growing up”, AHI publications, library and AHI website. I worked as an assistance of senior program officer and helped to write articles for the “growing up” magazine, reports, reviewed AHI publications, magazines, website and contributed all new projects with new ideas. I helped
to organise a “Read me” competition and was a member of annual “Teenage Festival of Life” committee. Aside from that, I assisted in delivering computer classes for basic knowledge of Microsoft Office. Despite some challenges and misunderstandings, I really enjoyed my internship in AHI. The people are friendly and willing to help. I got to know a lot of things about the country, people, social and health life in Nigeria and I have learned many things related to NGO’s work in Nigeria. I hope I will be able to use it as part of my experience in my further life.

Julie, French Volunteer in South Africa:

Volunteer Centre: The Centre is a volunteer development organisation for previously disadvantaged young people. The community volunteering is a primary way in which youth are mobilized to help and support others and to gain skill. The centre fights against unemployment and offers resources for tertiary education. The head office has satellite offices in rural and disadvantaged areas.

I have started to teach pre-school learners in Oceanview at Aquila pre-school, through the “big things begin little” project, initiated by Chantél, my supervisor. It was quite a challenge for me since I have never taught a language to people who cannot read or write! The purpose of this course is not only to teach French so that they can work/travel in half of the African continent, but also to empower them by, first, making their brains used to hear and learn various languages, secondly, broaden their horizons and make them think as citizens of the world, not only as South Africans, to show them that the world is much broader than what they have experienced of it so far.

My highlight is definitely their Christmas Show on the 2nd of December! I really enjoyed their performance in telling us the story of Jesus. It was a big surprise for me when, at the end, teacher Val’ called me to come on the stage with the children and sing with them the Christmas song I had taught them two weeks ago in one hour!!! I didn’t know they had planned it and I thought that the children couldn’t remember something they had been taught quickly in a foreign language a couple of weeks ago! But they did, and so well!!! I was much moved and very proud of them!

Apart from teaching English and French to pre-schoolers, I also supported the Volunteer centre in improving their website and their communication in form of a newsletter. When ever there were computer tasks or reports to write they asked me to help them. So I also assisted in computer skills trainings. Part of my work was an international exchange impact survey which was quite interesting to analyse. In general I supported the centre in the youth recruitment process and also developed a presentation for it.
Hope, Ugandan Volunteer in UK:

Freshwinds charity offers care and support without charge to adults and children living with life limiting illnesses, as well as individuals with socially excluded backgrounds. The overall theme of Freshwinds is the support of minority groups and raising awareness about social inclusion through the work they do in the following areas: sexual and reproductive health, HIV/AIDS, integrated complementary therapy, advocacy, employment and debt counselling.

Some of my task and achievements were the implementation of the new department’s project guideline to work with clients, and assess performance as a project in regard to help clients becoming independent. I also helped in the office, e.g. preparing rooms for trainings and the care of the database entry. I also had the change to present a new project to the rightful authorities (commissioners). Personally I am happy because I am helping to implement a new guide in my department that was issued by Birmingham city council. My role is to go out with support workers and assess performance of clients since they started accessing our services. Then we see where we can go from where we are as an organisation and find ways of improving and helping the individual client moving towards self independence. I am really enjoying what I am doing since I originally wanted to do something that involved interacting with the clients.

My last time in the project was filled with a lot of excitement. The closer I got to the 5th of June, the more excited I became. I went with the support worker in my department and bid farewell to some of the clients with whom I had freely interacted. During the last few days, I went over my reports that I had written for my department, host project and EVS, just to be sure I was ready when the 4th of June came in. My last day at work was filled with a lot of emotion for me as I found myself crying every time somebody hugged me to say goodbye, it was a days of handing in reports and taking lots of pictures until the evening when I went home.

Anna-Karin, Swedish volunteer in Uganda

Kiyumbakimu Children Village. The aim of the Kiyumbakimu Children Village is to give orphaned and disadvantaged children an education, home and better living condition / life like other children in the world. The Village is located in a rural area of South-western Uganda. It was opened in December 2007.

I celebrated a very nice Christmas in the children’s village, which from the 12th of December actually has children living there. [...] It was not opened when I arrived, so I helped to accountancy, fundraising, writing newsletters. [...] It has been a lot of hard work to get to the point where they moved in, and still we aren’t finished with all the building work. But we didn’t want to wait any longer, our temporary solutions work fine, at least for the moment. We use their living room as classroom, where we teach them until school starts in January, and it’s no problem eating in the kitchen even though there’s no door. Money has been and still is the biggest problem. [...] So one of our major tasks is fundraising which isn’t easy, but each child has a sponsor from Italy and “Brush out poverty” pays their school fees. So for now we are ok.
We visited SOS Children’s Villages and thought their set up was very good. So we decided to work in the same way. At SOS they have ten orphans and one mother living as a family and the children go to school outside of the Children’s Village, which we thought was important for their social life. Before the set up at Kiyumbakimu was more as a boarding school but we said that either we are a boarding school or an orphanage. So we hired a mother and registered the children in a new school.

 [...] It has been very rewarding working with the children, they have adapted surprisingly well to the move and their new mother and life in general. We made them a football pitch which I think they are the most happy about, they are all just obsessed with football. Sometimes in the evenings they tell us stories, in Luganda, so we don’t understand but still it’s adorable.

 [...] The last months at my project I worked mostly at a proposal for a foundation that might be able to help us with funding. In March we also started a free nursery. We chose the 15 children from the area that we thought were in greatest need. They now come to Kiyumbakimu for classes and porridge every day. Besides that I taught the kids, did the administrative work as always. On my last night we had a goodbye party, ate good food and the kids sang and danced. It was a very nice way to say goodbye and very moving.

Elisa, Italian volunteer in Kenya, December

**Angaza Trust:** ANGAZA Trust is a Community Based Trust working to assist street and vulnerable children, youth and the communities to develop; peer education, HIV/AIDS prevention, drug abuse, micro enterprise development and promote awareness of the needs and rights of poor, homeless and abused children. The organisation also is involved in promoting football as sport activity.

I arrived in Angaza Trust in September 2007. The organisation works in a slum called Mukuru Kwa Njenga since 1999 and it assists children and young people in poor communities. Angaza has a primary school in Kwa Njenga and the students are more than 210 (from baby class to stage six). I organised a visit to the museum with a group of pupils. Angaza also established youth groups (15-18 years) and a young mother’s support group.

For about three months I tried to fit myself in the slum’s contest. Even going alone to work was a big step forward. I thought it was important at the beginning to know the pupils, the teachers and in general the community of the slum. I didn’t want to force them to accept me; I preferred it was a slow challenge. I know the problem is the colour of my skin!!!

Political disorder’s period brought us to stop the job in the slum and our meeting. Now that the calm returned, from the middle of January, I restarted to work, but the staff meetings are interrupted yet. I have focused my attention (until the end) toward Women/Parents Program. Together with an African volunteer I’m trying to lead a Support Group for young mothers and single parents. The purpose of this group is to start a small business of fruits, juice and crisps getting money. Actually there are 13 but there isn’t constancy. Most of them don’t come every Friday (day chosen for the weekly meeting). My Objectives for the support group: home visit for the mothers who won’t come to the group to encourage them; introducing psychological support; doing activities for the unity of the mother’s group; creating a co-operative net with the others mother’s groups.
of the slum; leading them to use their capacity, potentiality to live better in a hard reality like slum; selves-leading (because I’m leaving in June); by home visit I would like that the parents take consciousness that they are in a position to take their responsibilities for family/children seriously and to empower them economically, legally and socially [May:] It was very hard to start with my own project, the young mother’s support group. We have a little business started by ourselves (selling vegetables) to get some money. I want to propose a new support group for the mothers who are HIV/AIDS positive and an “adult learning” for those who want to learn to read and write.

I would like to write that I had success with the support group, but is not so. In this month I didn’t go to the weekly meeting, because I want to know how much relevance they see in this group. But they never met without me and I don’t see any intention from them to continue this group after my departure.

Prisca, Kenyan Volunteer in Austria:

Jugendzentrum PAHO. Intercultural, non-violence and non-racist learning is the aim of the Jugendzentrum Hanssionsiedlung. The target group are children, teens and youth. The centre offers different activities: music, creative workshops, dance, sports, girls groups.

Youngsters between 6 to 18 years attend the activities (sometimes even up to 25 years). They are divided into three groups: 6-11 years Kinder [kids], 11 - 13 years Teenies, 13 - 25 years Jugendliche (Adolescents). I worked in all the activities offered by the centre. What I love most is working with the girls and the kids (easier with the language). I feel that I am finally beginning to socialise with the kids in German language.

[…] I was involved in most tasks of the project because I did not have specific or any assigned tasks that I was meant to fulfil. I worked with kids aged 6 years to 20 years and with girls aged 11 years to 16 years. The tasks in the Jugendzentrum vary every month and they could be from having cooking duels to having sport tournaments or just socializing with kids and see how they are doing.

I would say the tasks were not many but it is in the structure of the Jugendzentrum because I got bored sometimes and other days I was busy depending on the kids that would visit the Jugendzentrum on a specific day. Or also if the Youth was willing to participate in the activity for that day

Hanna, Finnish volunteer in Ghana, December:

Handi Vangelism. This is a rehabilitation centre and children’s home. It provides integrated rehabilitation and re-integration services for street kids, setting up monitoring mechanisms to avoid parents’ and foster parents’ conflict, and the facilitating agency, engaged in a community based poverty reduction project. The volunteers work at the centre with the street children to take care of their needs and arrange activities with them.

In my project which is a children’s home we take care of boys up from seven years old. We also live in the home. So the most important thing is just being there, “playing Mum”, help when they get hurt, wake up in the morning, walk with them to the school bus, make them take their bath in time, and first of all, talk and listen to them, spend time
around. We also teach them new things they don’t learn in school like creative skills and geography. We try to make the learning “nice”, so that it is not like school but rather nice time together. I am very happy at my work. It requires a lot of devotion and initiatives to find the best ways to be there for the boys and help them. I already feel I have managed to do many things and of course have learnt so much for myself.

My project is really great. I love it. I love it how small the house is, how lively the children are, how they enjoy their time with us and learning new things. In the beginning it got some time to get started, because the pastor who is the leader of this house, didn’t give us clear instructions what actually we can do with the kids. But then luckily an old ICYE volunteer arrived to visit the place and told us so many good ideas what we can do here. And since that we have been having many ideas of our own and the kids have seemed to enjoy them. And of course, I’m going to miss the kids at our projects. By now I really know them and I love them, there are a few especially close to me, our only girl Matilda for example - now its holiday and anytime she comes to our house, she just pops by in our room to meet me. It breaks my heart to think that in a month time I have to leave her, and all the others, behind.

Signe, Danish volunteer in Nigeria:
Development Recourse Initiative Foundation (DRIF). DRIF is a service oriented network of development organisations. The regular activities are: provision of technical support and services to NGOs, multilaterals and the private sector; training of young persons and teachers on peer education/HIV/AIDS programme, facilitating the emerging of new crops of leaders within the civil society sector towards strengthening democracy and development initiatives, seminars and conferences.

My organisation mainly works with Nigerian women, children and disabled people. In the beginning I worked at the office from 8 to 17. With the time I became freer to do work where it suited me best. I tried to give ideas for project creations and the funding, and also the implementation. I did a seminar for nurses in Lagos State Hospital about becoming an educator (seminar in good behaviour). I organised the interaction between private school children and street children: playing football two times a week and also the interaction with the parents about helping their kids getting into school. I also assisted my boss in his work (kind of personal assistant).

[...] I was working with Nigerian who had never worked with white people before and we had to learn each others “language” and I had to find my place in the company, I got many good friends from my work.

Grace, British Volunteer in Uganda:
Africa Mentoring Institute. The institute organises mentoring programmes for youngsters that either are attending school or have dropped out. It also offers capacity building and trainings to rural communities, as AIDS/HIV prevention, resource mobilisation, community training.

In order to obtain work and enough money for simple sustenance most individuals in Kampala create their own businesses. For example a lot of people sell small trinkets, newspapers, biscuits or other small-scale goods to people in the Taxi Park and markets, but in order to do this, one must begin with some start up capital which is difficult for the
majority of citizens. Most of the work in Kampala appears to be in the social services or development, but the majority of these jobs require experience so most go to highly qualified expatriates. In the light of this employment context, it is not surprising that most qualified Ugandans are looking for opportunities to emigrate, but this mass exodus of skilled graduates from the country is part of the predicament hampering Uganda’s progress. To combat this problem the Africa Mentoring Institute is a capacity building, sustainable human development organization which provides practical leadership, business and career coaching. It provides training and mentoring, delivering diplomas on topics as diverse as entrepreneurship and job creation to child psychotherapy. [...] I was not given any specific tasks but worked in the programmes department creating and developing new projects. I wrote a training manual on communication skills, developed and delivered a holiday programme for young people, delivered training to military nurses in personal development, communication for VCT and HIV. [...] I wrote a five year strategic plan and fundraised and developed a library for the local community. [...] I have been involved in delivering a mentoring and personal development programme for youth in the local community. [...] This link between HIV/AIDS and domestic violence made me consider the possibility of training the military nurses that I had been working with on the problem of domestic violence so that they can cascade the information down to other community members. I knew this would be a challenge as violence is an everyday part of military life, but that has made it all the more important for me to succeed. The discussed issue was obvious to them and they all believed that it is a problem within their community. We had a debate on the following statement “Women and men can never be equal, a man is the head of the household and the woman’s role is to serve and obey him!” What I found most surprising was that the females in the groups were the strongest advocates of the statement. The bible was often used to defend the statement and I became aware that many women were led by faith based attitudes towards divorce and submission to stay in oppressive marriages that not only endanger their health but also their lives. [...] My work so far has to date been challenging and demanding but also tremendously broadening and enriching.

Emmanuel, Ghanaian Volunteer In Italy:
Rifugio Re Carlo Alberto: the centre hosts non-self sufficient elders and also some disabled adults and it contains a daily centre for people affected by Alzheimer.

The main duties of my work are to help the elderly people in their daily activities (eating, washing, free-time etc.). [...] I will say for the past five months that I have been at my project as an EVS volunteer, I will say it has been a great time because I have helped in so many activities.
Emma, Finnish volunteer in Mozambique:

Horizonte Azul. In this project less privileged children get together. The main activities are school reintegration/integration, food supply, indirect health assistance (accompanying children to the hospital in case of sickness and medical support, etc), cultural activities (theatre, traditional dance and singing, drawing and sports).

My project focuses on the problems in the area (Maxaquene) which is one of the poorest in Maputo. The main activity is educating people about health and hygiene, school and homework assistance (trying to help the kids to stay in school) and cultural activities such as dancing, music and arts.

My main tasks were teaching art to the children, teaching English to my colleagues and translating documents from Portuguese to English. I think that the English and art lessons were a success. I finally learnt Portuguese and adopted the Mozambican culture.

The last working day in my project was really nice. In the morning I gave the last English lesson, for my colleagues. I was impresses by how much they had improved their language and quite proud of myself as well as I was the one who helped them. We agreed to continue the English lessons via e-mail after I am gone. In the afternoon was time for the last drawing lesson for the children in the area. I felt a little bit sad but I just had to try not to show it. Hopefully I will get a chance in the near future to return to Mozambique and meet everyone again. My colleagues were so nice and open for new ideas and the kids were so sweet ;); Miss them already.

Different encounters of living in another culture

“It's hard for me to try and describe SOMETHING to my family and friends, who cant imagine AT ALL what I'm in the middle of. Speaking to them, I just don't know where to start” (Hanna in Ghana).

As all the volunteers left to spend nine months in a completely different environment as their own. They faced diverse situations and encounters. Some of them were difficult, some rather nice and positive, others just different. Here you can read some examples of the variety of moments and experiences the volunteers lived through.

Tarek, Austrian volunteer in Kenya

A big issue is religion. If you aren't religious, you better invent a religion for yourself as people would not understand. And you will get confronted for sure. I am just lucky as I am free to join the preys at home or not.

A problem is the oppression of many women. First, raping, even child raping, is shockingly common. Secondly, you can hardly find any woman owning property. So for economic reasons, most women depend on their husband, which some of them they have to share with other wives. Sometimes it drives me mad watching husbands lying around idle, while their wives and children do everything and more for them.

Milla, Finnish Volunteer in South Africa:

[...] Since I have seen how Cape Town is divided in different areas, I have made more choices to go to areas where I feel better - I think in this cultural and historical context it is easier and safer to be one of the whites than the only white. I don't really know how I feel about this; [...] Maybe on some day I will regret this, but I hope to remember how tiring and scary it was to work there, where the community keeps reminding you that you don’t belong there. [...] I will probably never get used to this high insecurity level here in South
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Africa. Hearing all those scary stories makes me fear but also wonder, how people can live here with such a constant feeling. What I really like here is the *happiness and joy* you can ‘read’ from people’s face! People are also in general more *talkative* and small talk here is much easier than what it is back home! What I find funny is the way how three people sometimes talk to each other. If person A wants to ask how person B is doing, he doesn’t ask that person directly but asks maybe person C, if he might know how A is doing – although they all would be in the same place.

I’ve also learned that it is different how people see ‘family’; for me ‘family’ is the very close circle of siblings and parents as compared to here ‘family’ includes also more relatives. So ‘we keep this in our family’ can have many different meanings :-)

**Isabel, Mozambican Volunteer in Finland:**
The positive thing is my work. I like the friends I made here. I learnt to do so many new things and cook some dishes. [...] I like so many things here of course; I improve myself in different ways. [...] The negative is how people behave here sometimes. It is horrible for me to accept some things; E.g. the *darkness* did not affect me in the beginning, but than: almost five months I did not see the sun at all.
Culture is just difficult to accept or get to use.

**Steward, British volunteer in Mozambique:**
A definite positive has been the *kindness* shown to me by complete strangers. It is not uncommon for people to go out of their way to help and invest a lot of their own time in assisting when the easiest thing to do is walk on by. This is normally accompanied with a chance for someone to practice their English! Another example is being invited to eat in people’s houses when you are just visiting or waiting for someone. Nearly always you are expected to eat and are generally given the pick of the food that is both expensive and rare for people to eat. [...] Mozambicans are generally not prompt when it comes to *timekeeping* and therefore a lot of time is wasted waiting for people. However this is easily explained away as ‘Africa time’. Working with Mozambicans has been a steep learning curve. Whilst well meaning and kind it is often hard to get information from people who you know have the information but do not want to share it or think it is important. As such a lot of time and effort can be wasted. Apparently it is because I am asking the wrong questions!

**Julie, French Volunteer in South Africa:**
Because of the *Apartheid past*, I, as a white person, can sometimes feel barriers between the non-whites and me. I hate this feeling because they are only judging me upon the colour of my skin, but it is the most obvious first thing that people see and people have been raised like that in the Apartheid regime... This is why it was important for me to learn both Afrikaans and Xhosa, in order to make the barriers fall! I have started with Xhosa, the black community’s language in our province. And it changes very thing! [...] As far as security is concerned, we lived in one of the previously disadvantaged suburbs. There is no place in this country that can be called “safe”, as both rich areas and poorer areas undergo crime, robberies and all of that. But the first victims are mostly the poorer people, although they don’t owe much, because they live within the areas where most difficulties are encountered: unemployment, drug addictions, etc. It was quite an ordeal to live like the previously disadvantaged local people (that is the politically correct expression to nominate the non whites, i.e. the Coloured people, the Black people and the Indians), who take risks every day, just by walking in the streets and taking public transport to go to work.
After office hours, we couldn’t leave the house so the area was dangerous. This is what all locals were advising, and all of them had a story to tell on how they’ve been robbed, or mugged! Knowing this, the whole environment seemed hostile, but fortunately, I could almost always find nice reliable people, mostly women, to help me find my way or the right bus.

There are so many cultures within South Africa! But surprisingly, with all different communities, we can enjoy the same sense of humour! Laughing together is a good indicator of how well you are integrated into the new culture(s)! Apart from that, I’d say that it is very interesting to adapt all the time to the different people you interact with, according to which community they belong to, (starting with the accent!). Sometimes, in one day, I have the feeling that I live in several countries at the same time! For example, last Saturday, I participated to a wedding, where there were only white people. They had a very non-conventional ceremony, and the bride was even wearing jeans! After that, I went to a party with some colleagues and friends who belong to the coloured community. They are much more traditional and religious, and the kind of party we have together, the topics we talk about, they way we have fun is again different! So by coming to South Africa, we get a chance to experience a big variety of cultures!

**Hope, Ugandan volunteer in UK:**
I am fine in Birmingham, a little bit cold since it is the onset of winter but it is an exciting feeling for me at the same time since I practically get to see ice on grass, cars, everywhere and not only in the fridge/freezer like back home.

**Prisca, Kenyan volunteer in Austria:**
Integration into the local community: This is very difficult in Austria, especially being black and a foreigner in the country because they never let you forget that you are not part of them which made it hard for me to integrate. However I gave it my best try.

**Hanna, Finnish volunteer in Ghana:**
I’m even finding myself enjoy the religious songs and worshipping, though I was so sceptic about that. Of course some fundamentalistic things annoy me, but the way religion makes these people HAPPY, makes also me happy. The same kind of surprise was going to the hospital when a small wound on my hand got infected. I was imagining a great, white house, the cold kind of building our hospital and doctor stations are, but faced a nice, small, yellow building with a lot of waiting (people are so patient here!) and the gentlest nurse I have ever met. It really makes me feel so good how people don't hurry here, but really concentrate on what they are doing and who they are dealing with. Of course, one time it was also frustrating when my friend got REALLY sick and then we had to wait and wait. But even then the other persons in the waiting room understood us and let her go before them.

[...]
The biggest positive experiences that the new culture has brought to me are those brought by the **UNITY of the people** here. Seeing how close to each other people are in every day life and how they are sincerely caring, even about total strangers - that is something I was seriously lacking in Europe. [...] At the same time the ultimate closeness of the people is also the worst problem. When I feel sad or just need a moment alone privacy is hard, almost impossible to find.
I love **Ghanaian life**, the busy markets, the trotros (shouting ACCRACCRACCRA and CIR-CIR-CIRCLE!), the friendly nurse at our nearby clinic who knows me already, the highlife and hiplife music (playing EVERYWHERE), the noisy street children who we visit every Sunday at Agbobloshi yam market, the animals running around everywhere, ... I love it!! And I know I’m going to miss it once it gets home. I know I’m going to get into trouble when I have to get used to European coldness again (and I don’t mean the weather!!).

**Grace, British Volunteer in Uganda:**

Soon after arriving in Uganda, my host organisation’s sister NGO asked me to lend them 300,000 Ugandan Shillings, which is a huge amount of **money** in Uganda and a loan with which I felt extremely uncomfortable. Although I do not doubt they would have paid it back, it is a situation that, as a volunteer, I should not have been put in to. [...] People in the street think that my orthodontic braces are jewellery and it is impossible for me to convey that they are not a sign of wealth. Children and adults alike are constantly asking for money. Everybody thinks that I can sponsor their children or finance their businesses. Everybody who sits next to you wants your phone number before they even know your name, contacts are worth more than time which is a complete paradox to the Western way of thinking, as in the ‘developed’ world, time is money. Although most people are simply inquisitive and genuinely friendly and amiable I have found that many individuals in Uganda see **white people as an opportunity**. One evening, in the fading orange light of dusk, shortly after I arrived, I was standing at the back of my host family's house cradling the neighbour's twin babies while she cooked. She said that I will take the twins back to England with me, they would have a better life there and that she cannot afford to care for them. This was not a request, but more of a statement, and I had to explain why I could not take them, although my arguments appeared to go unnoticed.

**Overall evaluation of the Voluntary Service**

> “From my voluntary service, I have learnt to even appreciate volunteers more since they set out to do something out of their own will without respecting anything in return. Every time I met up with volunteers from different countries, there was always a “free spirit” sense flowing among us, we all seemed to enjoy what we were doing and to sit back and reflect on this, it has been a wonderful experience” (Hope in the UK).

At the end of their stay the volunteers were asked how they view the overall experience of the Voluntary Service: what they gained, what changed how they feel about it in general. Almost all the volunteers mentioned that they were happy and thankful for having done this EVS and felt it was an enriching and enormous experience. You can read in more detail about their views here:

**Milla, Finnish Volunteer in South Africa:**

I think I have adapted and integrated quite well – it has become clearer to me how my own identity is, what I definitely want to keep from my own backgrounds but also what I am willing to take from these experiences here. I think nowadays I have also more opinions of the culture and habits of the South Africans. I think this cultural context here is sometimes a little bit tricky; although most of the things look like this could be Europe, the mentality and ways of thinking is more African. [...]
I have definitely gained more self-confidence! I have faced many fears (what comes to crime related issues, speaking for groups of people in a language that is not my own and also co-operating with people that give you all the time negative and unfriendly feedback of yourself) and I think it has made me a stronger person. Also sometimes I didn’t know how I should behave in this cultural context and so I have learned somehow to trust myself more but also forgive myself my mistakes. I’m also very happy to see how more fluent my English has become and how much more comfortable I feel when I’m speaking English.

I am a kindergarten teacher and also here I have been working with children. I can really say that I have gained more working experience but more important: more international experience. In Finland we have more and more foreigners and I believe it is very important to know how to co-operate with them. For my work with children this experience has given so much more understanding and knowledge, which you can not learn from the books. Working at the NGO sector has also been a new experience for me and currently I am thinking that it might open some new doors when looking for employment back home.

I feel very fortune that it was possible to live through all these adventures and experiences here and I am sure I will see home in totally different eyes when I return! […] I think EVS has given a lot to me and to my personality. Doing EVS has made me clearer of who I am and what kind of values and culture I am representing. […]

I would definitely recommend EVS for everybody - and I will also do so! I really like the idea that this is an exchange program for young and unskilled volunteers so that these people can have the opportunity to go abroad - it is really an experience that will change so much in each and everyone's personal life! What I really do appreciate is the fact that the program is free of costs for the participants - please keep it that way, it gives really more opportunities for young people to attend this program. I also liked the way how our EU-Africa - program is built; before and after the voluntary time in host country everybody meets in Berlin for a weekend training and reflection. I would also like to thank you for giving me this great opportunity to attend EVS in South Africa! It has really had such a great impact on my life. I am sure I’ll continue volunteering for your organisation when I return.

Mara, Italian volunteer in Ghana:
[...] I learnt better how to approach to “African” kids. It is something really different from the European ones. I gain more self-confidence and I discovered which my limits are and how to go ahead.

I appreciate the international and intercultural experience and learning within our international volunteer group.

Steward, British Volunteer in Mozambique:
[...] to have the most wonderful, fulfilling experience. It really has been the best time and I really appreciate it.

I gained a huge amount of work experience, working with both Africans and Westerners. I learned to adapt to different working practices and a whole new work ethic. The openness and friendship of my host family is something that I will never forget and something that I would love to repay one day.

The EVS was an excellent opportunity to experience new cultures and environments. It allowed me to work in a new field which I hope to continue and a new part of the world to where I hope to return.
Omuwunmi, Nigerian volunteer in Italy:
I could say now I have a wider view and perception about life. This first time leaving far away from home and it has taught me to be more independent, and being able to stand on my own. I could make decisions and take up responsibilities, concerning myself and about things in general. I was also exposed to a new and dynamic aspect of work and things in general.

Raimonda, Lithuanian volunteer in Nigeria:
It is still hard to say how much I have changed. I have to go back to “real” life, the place where I was living all my life. Even though I can already say that I became a stronger person, I forgive quicker people’s mistakes, I have more patience then before and I think Nigeria taught me to adapt to any situation and to deal with any challenge much quicker. [...] If someone asked me an advice about voluntary service in Nigeria, I would advice the person nothing. We are all different people with different backgrounds, different needs and different point of view. Voluntary service’s projects are very different the same way all volunteers are different. The choice depends on individual requirements and sending organization abilities to find projects.

Julie, French Volunteer in South Africa:
This experience confirmed what I learnt in my previous volunteering experiences in Southern countries: when you give, you receive much more in return!
Also the fact of taking my time, planning less in order to be as available for others as South Africans, made a difference in my life!
I have learnt to dig into my deepest mental resources to make things happen despite the many materialistic and political obstacles I was facing.
This experience convinced me even more that education is the key to peace and development. Keeping people in ignorance generates the kind of dreadful events we experienced at the latest stage of our stay (xenophobic violence).

Hope, Ugandan volunteer in UK:
I have learnt to respect other people’s opinions and respect the fact that we are all different. What is right for me does not necessarily mean it is right for the other person. Working in the office of my project taught me the importance of documentation. Especially where you have to be accountable, it is important to always have it written down as evidence as part of your daily activities.
I gained self confidence, this I can greatly say, from the trainings that I got the opportunity to attend. I had the opportunity to co-present with my supervisor people to some of the Commission about the work that we were doing.
From my voluntary service, I have learnt to even appreciate volunteers more since they set out to do something out of their own will without respecting anything in return. Every time I met up with volunteers from different countries, there was always a “free spirit” sense flowing among us, we all seemed to enjoy what we were doing and to sit back and reflect on this, it has been a wonderful experience.

Anna-Karin, Swedish Volunteer in Uganda:
I’ve become a more patient person, I’ve always thought of myself as very impatient but after nine months in Uganda I think I can cope with anything. I’ve lived in other countries before but none as different to my own as Uganda so after this I know I can adapt to any situation and culture. I’ve also become stronger and more able to stand up for myself; you have to when people try to rip you off all the time. And I’ve learnt not to let things get to me, In Uganda people can just tell you are fat or weak or they just laugh at you for no apparent reason and you won’t survive if you listen to everything. I’m glad I got the chance to help
manage Kiyumbakimu because now I know that’s something I’m capable of. Visiting the genocide memorial in Kigali was very moving and it made me certain I want to continue in the field of aid work. I also enjoyed fundraising and I’m glad I learnt how to write proper proposals, something that if I decide to go into aid work I think can be useful.

**Prisca, Kenyan volunteer in Austria:**
I have become more independent and become aware of the Austrian culture and how it can be very different and sometimes quite similar. I have also been able to acquire new skills from my project especially on how to handle teenagers and children. I have also been able to see for myself how youth in Austria can be very similar to youth in Kenya and how sometimes they can also be very different. [...] I can now speak a bit of German. I have also had a lot of Austrian culture awareness and exposure. I have also acquired new skills at my work place like how to handle teenagers especially when there is conflict. Personally I learnt to live independently in a challenging environment with no family and with no good knowledge of the local language. My plan for the future is to get a job in the development sector at home and hope that my experience abroad will help me in achieving this.

**Hanna, Finish volunteer in Ghana:**
I have learnt to adjust, be patient, take it easy, not to stress, be initiative, to live in this moment and not next weeks. Also to respect different religious attitudes and ways of living. But also to see through “cultural” things” - not all is to be accepted just because it’s part of the culture. [...] I know deeper the local people and their ways of life. Not everywhere is like in Europe. We should appreciate what we have.

**Signe, Danish volunteer in Nigeria:**
I became more aware of where I come from, that I am Danish. [...] The people you meet touch you and you will change. And the other way round. [...] You can use it for future life. You can improve your personal skills. [...] On the question “How was it?” you can only answer “it was different”, you cannot say it was bad or good! [...] I have learnt that I have to ignore many issues in trying not to go insane. I am more relaxed now and I worry less about many things.

**Emma, Finish volunteer in Mozambique:**
First of all, I have at least learnt to appreciate what I got. I have realized what the most important things in my life are really and there are so many useless things I thought I couldn’t life without. I am not that materialistic anymore what I used to be back in the days. Seeing people living a happy life only having a basic and, for me, really minimalistic living conditions who get about 1 $ a day to survive with, has made a huge difference in my thinking.
Things to take and to leave behind

After nine months in another country there will be things that somebody is fed up with and therefore happy to leave behind. On the other hand there will also be things that one would love to keep and to take back to the home country. The volunteers mentioned the following things:

**Milla, Finish volunteer in South Africa:**
Happy to leave behind:
1. Insecurity in this city and in this country and especially the fear it is causing. 2. Clearly existing roles between men and women (women’s place is in the kitchen etc). 3. The common and acceptable habit of drinking & driving.

Willing to take with me:
1. My dear sister and close friend Fredre. 2. Delicious Cape-Malay cuisine. 3. The warm and sunny weather during the summer months (it really gives you some extra energy!)

**Steward, British volunteer in Mozambique:**
Leave behind: Mosquito, corrupt policemen, outdoor toilets (anywhere!).

**Mara, Italian volunteer in Ghana:**
Take with me: 1. Sun, 2. Kids 3. The feeling that I was not judged

**Omuwunmi, Nigerian volunteer in Italy:**
The three things I would like to take along with me are 1. the transportation system, 2. the concept of timing and personality management, 3. the language.
The things I wouldn't like to along with me are 1. believe of superiority between the Africans and the Europeans and 2. the weather (winter).

**Raimonda, Lithuanian volunteer in Nigeria:**
Leave behind: traffic, public transport and fake people.
Take with me: contacts, benefits you get just because you are a white girl, Takwa Bay beach.

**Julie, French Volunteer in South Africa:**
I would leave behind the black against white simplistic views, the first judgment according to the colour of your skin, the global nonchalance about every thing that the majority of South Africans have.
I would take with me the availability of people, their happiness about little things and the constant blessings that people give you on your way.

**Hope, Ugandan volunteer in UK:**
Leave behind: Weather, expensive food.
Take with me: Friends, transport system, Social Care System, which is well developed, Internet.

**Anna-Karin, Swedish Volunteer in Uganda:**
I’d like to leave the talking behind people’s backs and the lying which seems to be very common, at least in my village. I also want to leave the beating of children in schools; it’s heartbreaking hearing the children telling me about when they have been beaten by their
teachers for the littlest things, like not understanding a word in English. I also want to leave the traffic, it’s crazy and dangerous.
What I’d like to take with me home is the friendliness, the helpfulness and the children’s singing and dancing.

Elisa, Italian volunteer in Kenya:
I leave behind pizza, happiness and thanking them for having been part of my life.
I take with me the unity of my host family, music and chapati.

Prisca, Kenyan volunteer in Austria:
Things I want to leave behind are the aloofness and individualistic tendencies of Europeans or Austrians in particular. The last thing is the superiority complex of some Austrians that there are better races than others.
Things that I would love to take home are the transport system because it is perfect. The last is time management and organisation skills. Because everything for me in Austria is always well planned and organised and things always timely and they take the time factor so seriously unlike in my home country.

Hanna, Finish volunteer in Ghana:
Leave behind: 1. Pastor, 2. Pressure for money. 3. Sugar bread
Take with me: 1. Being friendly to strangers. 2. Music. 3. This kid’s smiles (because it wouldn’t be fair to drag the kids themselves away from their home ;-) )

Signe, Danish Volunteer in Nigeria:
Leave behind: Speaking before thinking, jumping into adventures without thinking about consequences, narrow mindness.
Take with me: Relaxation, self secureness, and love to the people I met.

Emma, Finish volunteer in Mozambique:
Leave behind: Rubbish, Men’s attitude towards women, crazy traffic!!!
Take with me: Matapa, my friends, the joy of life.
5. The Visit of the European Commission in Ghana

In December Michèle Grombeer from the European Commission made a visit to analyse the implementation of the EU-AFRICA EVS project. She chose to visit Handi Vangelism in Accra/Ghana where our two volunteers Hanna Särkkä and Mara Lomonaco were placed. They remember warmly and positively this visit:

Hanna, from Finland:
It is easy to remember because it was so nice. The woman [Michèle Grombeer] didn’t seem at all to be above us, some highly positioned person, but simply someone who was honestly interested to see how we live and work. She visited our project. We had a long and good talk about us, our coming here, working and living. She was really nice and easy to talk to. Then we showed her around the project and later the ICYE people took us all to eat and we spend the afternoon in a less formal way. To me it really felt like Michèle was interested to talk with us and share our experiences.

Mara from Italy:
We had a friendly and not formal conversation, explained and described how our host project works. She asked us how we found the programme and any kind of suggestions how to enlarge the way so that young people can know and join this opportunity.
I felt really comfortable and I realized that the “European Union” is somehow my “home continent”. So I started to feel a “European citizenship” and finally discover that the whole European system and the opportunities that it offers to its citizen are for the first time for me really accessible and an open space. I would only wish that this programme could be more visible to more young people. Only few people know about it so far.

6. Relevance of Social Inclusion

“The children who sit unaccompanied for hours, crying in the dust, who have learnt to beg before they can walk no longer move me close to tears. I have learnt to ignore their pleading eyes and outstretched hands and hope that the practical work I do will be of more use than unsubstantial and unsustainable handouts” (Grace in Uganda).

The overall topic of this EU-Africa EVS project is Social Inclusion. Generally the volunteers participated in local projects that reduced social inclusion though their work and involvement. Here you can read some examples of social inclusion through the volunteers’ private life, personal experiences and work:
**Tarek, Austrian volunteer in Kenya:**
A youth group called “Modali”: Wednesday is youth group day. That Wednesday I had my first introduction to the local youth group called “Modali”. 17 young people, partly orphans are involved. It was founded to help them taking care about themselves by planting together, selling as a co-operative on the local market, saving money to give little amounts as loans. They even contribute to the local community by helping to fix spoiled houses, latrines and roads. [...] Being part of a youth group also seems to give the members psychological support. As the MODALI history was told, I could hear the pride in the voice growing as we were told about the overall win of the local football cup.

[...] When at first I joined school, the office, church, etc. I was always introduced by someone and had the opportunity to tell who I am and what I am supposed to do in Kenya. When people were discussing, at many topics I was asked for my opinion. By some people I was given another name: “Onyango”. It is my Luo name, as they name their children by times of the day. For me, those little things were acts of including somebody into their everyday life.

**Milla, Finish volunteer in South Africa:**
In this South African context, where skin colour still speaks a lot, I think it has been difference making that I have been going to coloured townships to volunteer in the local communities. For me this has meant equality and sharing – giving and receiving new skills. Of course I do know about this country’s history but I haven’t been here and really lived through the apartheid years – but I do think that for most of my co-workers (especially in Mitchells Plain) it has been the first time when they are working together with a white person – and I hope this new equality has open new doors for them. That one week in October when I went to facilitate a training in Beaufort West really gave an input for me and an impact on my way of thinking. We had a training for young volunteers, who came to learn skills to be used for their office voluntary work in local NGO’s. It was a pleasure to see how eagerly these young people learned to answer the office phone, to write down messages, to file things. I really felt that we are empowering these young people – not only for their voluntary work but also for their everyday life and possibilities to find employment, when they were encouraged to use English instead of Afrikaans.

Although I can see the topic “social inclusion” in my tasks I think the main difference can be found from the informal relationships that I have had; my friends, my family and the random people that I have been talking to. The discussions we have had have been very informal, but I think by listening and respecting people, just by being there for them you can make a difference.

**Mara, Italian volunteer in Ghana:**
The “social inclusion” was the main topic of my project concerned to the rehabilitation of street children. The project works to integrate the kids in the society again, sending them at school and let them stay in contact permanently with the community where they live.
Omuwunmi, Nigerian volunteer in Italy:
Social inclusion occurs in all spheres of my life. At work I had social inclusion because the ability to integrate myself to the new working environment was a social inclusion for me, although at the beginning it was not that easy, because of the language barrier, but much later when I could understand and express myself a little in Italian it became better.
Also, I encountered social inclusion where I lived, because the ability to live in a multicultural environment, and being able to adjust to the living situation was a good medium of social inclusion. I was able to learn new things and wider perception able some conceptions in life.

Julie, French Volunteer in South Africa:
I worked quite indirectly for social inclusion. Helping the Volunteer Centre indirectly helps the volunteers who experience social inclusion through their volunteering placement. However, during my volunteering (teaching) in a pre-school in a previously disadvantaged areas, the mere fact that a white person comes into their area, spends time with them and gives them love helps directly to reduce the antagonism between the non-whites and the whites in SA.
Apart from my EVS, I taught English to pre-school learners in a black township. I think this is directly linked to social inclusion, as this gives them better chances once they start school, as every subject is taught in English.

Hope, Ugandan volunteer in UK:
My project is socially inclusive since all the employees are of different nationalities: Jamaican, Irish, South African, Zimbabwe, and English... I could go on and on therefore the cultural diversity here is rich but all work towards helping people of all age groups living with life threatening illnesses and there is a little bit to learn from every one. [...] I did have contact with the “social inclusion” topic at work and in daily life. At work, my project greatly values the work of volunteers, therefore people from all walks of life got the opportunity to do something that they were comfortable with right from gardening, which was done by an elderly man, to the reception, where an elderly lady as well did render her services for free. In the different departments we had a financial advisor who was disabled which I found quite good as people who are physically disabled within my country tend to be
overlooked. The fact that my project has a department for the gay people, offers counselling and helps those who want to “come out”, I found it fascinating since they had a place to go to. The Afro-Caribbean community was also well covered by having a department of it’s own that works with this particular community. It was good enough in showing me how the project is greatly determined in working in line with its mission of including people with in the community who are socially excluded.

In my daily life, my whole EVS project, my house mates who were also EVS volunteers from different countries who would otherwise not have had the opportunity of doing different projects was good enough an example for me. [...] 

Prisca, Kenyan volunteer in Austria:
I tried to raise awareness about my home country or Africa in general in my project. This was done by having African nights where we would play African games or cook African food.
I became aware of huge gender inequalities in Uganda soon after arriving in the country. The people of Buganda (the largest of the traditional kingdoms in present-day Uganda) kneel to meet their elders as a sign of respect. Women are also expected to kneel for their husbands. This gender hierarchy manifests itself in a variety of different ways in Uganda, and appears to have arisen from a range of sources, such as ‘traditional’ beliefs, for example, or from colonialism and its missionary teachings. Yet all originate from one fundamental problem, the concentration of power in the hands of men and the resulting subordination of women.

I became increasingly aware of alarming incidents of violence experienced by women in intimate relationships, either through the media, talking to individuals about their experiences, or by witnessing displays of violence first hand. Indeed, it is a very palpable problem; according to U.N. statistics, in 2000, 41 percent of Ugandan women had suffered domestic violence (www.hrw.org/reports/2003/uganda0803/4.htm#_Toc47260350). This shocking figure does not even take into account the hidden abuse, in which women would be unable to disclose their experiences due to fear of retribution or feelings of shame. This is a horrifying statistic, and is reaching pandemic proportions. In an attempt to understand why domestic violence is such a problem in Uganda, I went to meet with a well established domestic violence prevention project in the suburbs of Kampala. I was told that many people simply believe men to be of more worth than women, and as a result, they have a higher status in the community. Subsequently, men are encouraged from birth to believe that women, especially their wives, are people over whom they should have power. Because of this belief system, the community then develops customs, norms and acceptable ways of behaving which endorse the gender hierarchy. In many communities, for example, men feel justified in using physical and psychological violence to control their wives or partners behavior.

In a similar way women are socialized to be submissive and subservient, and internalize an ideology in which they are of less value than men; many women that I have spoken to believe that their sole purpose as a female is to serve their husbands and provide them with children. These belief systems are strengthened by traditions such as the provision of a bride price, for example. This allows the husband to buy his wife from her family, and means that men can actually have ownership of their wives, thus intensifying the gender hierarchy between men and women and making cycles of violence even harder to break.

There is a positive correlation between domestic violence and the HIV and AIDS epidemic. The November UNAIDS Aids epidemic update report notes that unlike other regions in the world the majority of the 61% of people infected with HIV/AIDS in Uganda are women (http://data.unaids.org/pub/EPISlides/2007/2007_epiupdate_en.pdf). This is due to a number of factors, all of which are linked to gender inequalities. Firstly, if you are in an abusive relationship the fear of violence may hinder any ability to negotiate safe sex - even if you are aware of infidelity. Secondly, the belief that you are your husband's property to use as he wishes, coupled with the notion that providing sex is part of your marital duties, gives way to the belief that you are not able to refuse sex even if it is unsafe. Female children are also socialized into subordinate behavior through being given duties which make them feel unequal to children of the opposite sex, and as a result they grow up feeling inferior and find it difficult to resist men's demands. Marital rape or forced sex also increases women's chances of contracting the virus, as when the vagina is dry it increases the chances of the delicate tissue ripping. Cross generational sex, in which young girls are coerced into sex with older men, often for financial gain, also increases chances of infection. The children may not
be educated enough about safe sex or the virus itself, or may simply not care when faced with the choice of being able to afford to eat or risking infection.

This link between HIV/Aids and domestic violence made me consider the possibility of training the military nurses that I had been working with on the problem of domestic violence so that they can cascade the information down to other community members. I knew this would be a challenge as violence is an everyday part of military life, but that has made it all the more important for me to succeed.

[...] The domestic violence workshops that I am running for the military personal at the Uganda Peoples Defence Force are going very well, despite me being extremely shocked by some of the opinions of my participants. Obviously violence is entrenched in every aspect of life in a military community, and my goal is to help participants separate the violence that is part of their professional lives from their personal and family lives. Then we can encourage participants to see that domestic violence is so prolific in Uganda largely due to women's inferior and oppressed role within a society which allows this violence to happen and which encourages its acceptance. Talking to military men and women in Uganda about women's rights has been challenging. Many of the men I am working with beat their wives and believe that it is a way of showing love, and comments like “if we did not beat our wives they would think that we don’t care”, are common. Furthermore, once men have 'bought' their wives from their families by paying bride price, the task of disciplining the woman falls to her husband; as one man told me: “they need to be taught right and wrong, they are like children, and cannot make decisions.” Some of the debates and discussions have been fascinating and the group is open and honest. [...] The workshop highlighted how much work there is to do to get women and men on an equal footing. At the end of the session [...] I had to explain that we were not talking about men and women being the same - men and women will always be different, nobody is trying to dispute that - but that the differences should be something that we treasure. It is when the discrepancies in power between men and women become so pronounced, that women are seen as baser then men, to the point that violence towards women is seen as acceptable, and that this is what we are trying to challenge and what we are trying to stop. The women in the group are under-represented and their voices soft, but slowly opinions of both the men and women are changing and the women are speaking up. There is still a long way to go before we see gender equality in Uganda, but if the seed of a new perspective is planted in just one person’s mind, then I feel that my time here will have been worth it.
8. Kenya in Trouble, January 2008:  
By Tarek Farwati, Austrian volunteer

The critical time before the elections passed without serious incidents. But nobody of us knew what would expect us afterwards. It was a sleepy Sunday afternoon on which already tension was in the air. I just came back from my trip in Tanzania a couple of days ago. Still the election's results were not announced after almost three days. The night before, the ahead-position of opposition leader Raila Odinga of the ODM party wondrously turned to Kibaki in the lead. From that moment I knew, it's bedtime for democracy. I wasn't surprised that on that afternoon, a roboter-like voice announced Kibaki as re-elected president. What now? Nobody knew. I am living in the land of the Luo people. Almost 100% of the people here voted for Raila. How would they react? What orders did the police forces receive? Will criminals take advantage of a possible chaos? Are we safe in our unguarded house? I could see in my host family members' eyes, that not only my mind was busy with all those questions. We could only sit, wait, hope.

On that evening all radio stations were only playing music, no news at all. Spooky. Then short messages were received on the displays of our phones: "Stay at home, store food for 45 days", "They already arrested the opposition leader." Suddenly I could hear angry people shouting, crying women. There was something going on in the nearby village. Then shots. We just stared at each other. My host mother whispered: "Now they start to kill people." The worst thing was not to know what was going on and what is going to happen. On the next day we found out, that angry villagers looted shops of the Kikuyu (most of them Kibaki-voters) and the police tried to stop them by shooting in the air. In that night I still found some sleep, but only with one eye open. Then, around 3 o' clock in the morning I could hear shouting and crying once more. All people in our house got up. My host father seemed very disturbed as I met him at the front door. "They're stealing my things" he cried out as he ran outside. Our four cows were stolen in that night. People were taking advantage of the chaos. After this night I expected anything to happen. There were a lot of wild rumours. On that day I was thinking about crossing the nearby Tanzanian border by bicycle or foot. But as I was told that there were people fighting in this area I decided to stay where I was.

The next few days I couldn't sleep well at night. Though it was quiet during the day; there was still a lot of tension visible. People armed themselves with machetes, sticks, bow and arrow. All roads were blocked with stones by angry, frustrated ODM voters. In Migori, a small town, about 20 km away the situation was worse. A lot of looting was going on, there were a number of casualties and people were stuck in their homes running out of food. I was told there were more policemen than people.

We too were trapped in our little village. No public transport. Blocked roads. Most of the Maasai people with their bordering land just a few hundred meters away were even voting for the opposition's party and the few kikuyu people have already moved away. So everybody told me, we would be safe here in the rural. Even my host mother told me: "Yes, we don't go out - we are safe. It is hard to fight people inside their homes. And if you once wake up at night and I say: "Hide under your bed" - we hide under our beds." Although I didn't know how serious she was with that statement, it didn't make me feel safe at all. All prices became double or more and stored food was running low.

This crisis makes things already bad worse. It is exasperating. Almost two weeks later, most road blocks were removed, live and businesses have almost come back to normal. So I grabbed my chance and hopped over the Tanzanian border to Mwanza. There is still a lot of tension, because there's still no political solution available. Once more, rallies from the opposition are set for this week. So I continue waiting, hoping that things will be ok soon to return and continue my work.

Kenya, 16/01/2008
9. African foreigners in South Africa: from obvious tensions to shameful violence

In 2005, while I was studying in a little South African town, I could already notice some tensions towards foreign students: several times, cars matriculated from Zimbabwe were damaged within the campus! I couldn’t understand why people who are educated would commit racist crimes. A Zimbabwean friend explained to me that he felt resented by his black South African classmates, as most Zimbabwean students got the best marks. Indeed, Zimbabwe used to have the best school system in Africa, and most Zimbabweans are very well educated and speak excellent English, whereas black South Africans have been kept undereducated during the apartheid regime until 1994.

Two years later, I’m back in SA, in Cape Town. The first thing I noticed was that there were lots of foreigners in this city! Almost every time I was in the train, reading Francophone magazines, my neighbour would read it with me, as there as many Congolese refugees in SA. Thousands of Mozambicans, Somalis, Malawians, Zimbabweans, Congolese, etc. found asylum in SA, escaping from famine, war, political oppression or poverty. South Africa is indeed a strong economical power in Africa, a state of law still in peace (for the moment): all good reasons to find a shelter here.

Many Mozambicans would work in the mines, most Somalis would run businesses, and most Congolese would be car watchers. Many of them were well educated and were looking for better jobs, but in order to survive, would accept any job at any salary.
And this is part of the problem. They are now accused by black South Africans to take their jobs and to keep salaries low by accepting to work at any cost. With 40% of unemployment (officially 25%), South Africa struggles to alleviate poverty, and the low education standards of many black South Africans (which are the results of the apartheid regime) represent a big obstacle to the improvement of the situation.

So, when food prices increased, and many families weren’t able to eat enough, what had so far been “somehow tolerated” became unbearable, and some hungry, angry, desperate people went as far as beating, burning, killing foreigners (apartheid taught them well…), looting their shops, and kicking them away from their communities. As a result, almost all foreigners escaped and refugee camps were created.

I volunteered and visited some refugees in Soetwater refugee camp a few times before my voluntary service was over. They were shocked, desperate, living in poor conditions, between a rock and a hard place: they couldn’t go back home, but couldn’t go back to their communities either, it would have been too dangerous.

At the time I am writing, almost 2 months later, the situation is the same for them. The UN finally intervened (after Mbeki’s denial of the crisis situation…), but what they provided is apparently still not enough to comply with Human rights of refugees.

What just happened in SA, is for me what is soon going to happen to us (Europeans) if we carry on leading unfair economical and political rules. For instance, if we carry on providing low price food thanks to our agricultural subsidies and at the same time forbid African states to subsidize their own agriculture, we’ll just kill their economies, leading many people to seek for asylum in rich countries. But when resources and employment will become scarce, as it is starting now, the same kind of violence against foreigners is doomed to happen in our - so far - peaceful societies.

If the rules were fair for all countries in the world, international aid would be much less needed, and much less Africans would need to look for asylum in other countries.

Julie MARCHAND
EVS 2007 - 2008
The final meeting of the Voluntary Service took place again in Berlin where 14 of the 17 volunteers of the project met for three days, 05 – 08 of June 2008. Most of them had not seen each other since the last common training in Berlin in September 2007. Two of the volunteers could not attend this reunion due to visa or university issues. One prolonged his stay in the host country for some weeks to finish his project.

The main topic of the meeting was the overall and personal evaluation of the intercultural and voluntary service experience during the exchange period as well as the preparation of the “coming-home”-process. Of course the exchange of experiences among the volunteers was also important, to see the similarities and differences of the lived moments.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TRAINING

Project presentations:
The focus of the first day was on the presentation and evaluation of the project the volunteers worked in. Each of them was asked to prepare a small presentation on the philosophy, the structure and target group of their projects as well as their specific tasks and achievements. The presentations were photographed and recorded on video and can be seen in the annex of this documentation.

Personal Evaluation:
Every volunteer designed a “Poncho” - a flipchart paper with a hole for the head to be put over as a poncho – about the personal experiences and their analysis. Here some of the results:

a) good moments / achievements: Self fulfilment, riding the bicycle (although at home just for kids), music, laughing, hospitality, working with “my” children, nice landscape and beaches, personal achievements in the project, the weather, the food, host family as “my” family, intercultural learning, internet (UK).

b) bad moments / difficulties: Misunderstandings due to cultural differences, racism, language barrier, very touchy people, justice, value system, some people wanting money from you just because you are white (white = rich), communication/way of talking, traffic/public transport and noises, pollution/garbage, mosquitoes, spitting (Finland), visa problems (Italy, Mozambique, Austria), time management, post election (Kenya).

c) What astonishing and surprising situations did you experience that are related to major cultural differences as compared to your home country?: Sensation of being attractive because of white skin: “White person – do you want to marry me?”, “I love you!”, crowds of people on the streets, squares and transportation means, the food (Europe, Africa), image of curly or straight hair: for black Africans straight is beautiful, whereas in Europe curly is beautiful, driving habits, hitting children, segregation of the people (mainland – island in Nigeria / Lagos), smoking (for women), openness (e.g. on sexual topics)
(Austria), individualism (Europe), indirect criticism, receiving a friend’s baby to take back to Europe for a better future, Sauna (Finland).

d) Did you face any major intercultural problems or did you adapt easily? : to ask permission when you want to do or have something (in Italy), prejudices, black and white people cannot have peace together (South Africa), justice system (Africa), time, expressions, other gestures in different communities.

Overall EVS Evaluation:
In form of a scale from positive to negative different trainings and support structures of the European Voluntary Service were measured and evaluated: Pre-departure training, On-Arrival training, Language tutoring, Mid-term evaluation, Follow-up meeting and Support structure (Sending and host co-ordinating organisations, host project (Supervisor), international co-ordinator).

In a second step the volunteers drew two mind-maps: One on the goals and their expectation of the EVS programme and another on the reality of their experience with EVS.

In general they were all very satisfied with the programme. The participants also gave recommendation to improve the EVS programme, for example: to make it more visible among young people and to have a language course before departure for non English speaking countries.
**Returning Home:** In this session we concentrated on the process of returning home after this experience and the different personal perspectives. In pairs the participants put their “coming-home” into a statue and presented it to the group. Together we exchanged ideas about returning home, the different feelings, fears and expectations vis-à-vis reintegration in to the family, friends, work or educational environment. The trainers explained the possible reverse culture adaptation process that could be somewhat similar to the one experienced while abroad. One normally does not expect it to happen as the home country is the known and accustomed one therefore it can be especially surprising to the returning person if it does happen.
11. Final Conclusion

It was the first time that the International Cultural Youth Exchange – ICYE – sent many young people in exchange between Africa and the European Union via the European Voluntary Service (EVS). 17 volunteers travelled abroad and worked in local projects on social inclusion, five persons from African countries and 12 from the EU.

After reading all these testimonies, inputs and thoughts about their experiences and after having done the last Final Evaluation Meeting with them we can say that this programme was a success. All the volunteers mentioned this EVS as an enriching and fulfilling experience they would never want to miss. Although experiencing hard and difficult times, facing problems and misunderstandings (time management, religion, family concepts, privacy, colour, openness, gender roles to name only some), being alone and far from home in a completely different environment (already starting with the skin colour from first view) they realised that this was an incomparable and life-long-influencing experience: gaining self-confidence, patience, trust, independence, work experience, initiative, a new language, knowing one’s limits better and being able to cope with challenges and obstacles. Some volunteers mentioned that they learned to understand themselves better, one’s own identity, where they come from and what they want to keep as essential for them. Before leaving for a host country many participants said that they wanted to go to Africa to help the local people. Reading those testimonies you understand that the learning- and helping process was rather more on their side than on the other. They could know new cultures and environments and how to adapt to those, getting a wider view and respect of life, view points and differences which is an incredible intercultural learning award. Most of these outcomes you cannot really be measured or put into a diploma. They are individual, non-formal and have a great impact on the personal behaviour and character of the persons who have experienced them.

Volunteering was mentioned as a good and useful way of getting these experiences. First it offers the opportunity to be part of a group of international volunteers. But also volunteers have a “free spirit” of working without wanting anything in return. At the same time they receive so much from the other side, make it all worth doing it. Most of the participants now, also see better options for the future (work, studies, direction where to go, to boost their CV).

“[…] thanks to everyone allowing me to have the most wonderful, fulfilling experience. It really has been the best time and I really appreciate it. […] The EVS was an excellent opportunity to experience new cultures and environments. It allowed me to work in a new field which I hope to continue and a new part of the world to where I hope to return” (Steward, British volunteer in Mozambique).
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„Mzungus“


Punkt 8 Uhr stehen wir, Schüler, Lehrer, Direktoren alle stramm wie Zinsoldaten vor Fahnenmast. Eine gewisse militärische Feierlichkeit sollte schon an unserer Haltung erkennbar sein, denn nun wird die Nationalflagge gehisst. Nach der obligatorischen Strafpredigt der Schulobrigkeiten beginnt meine erste Unterrichtsstunde. Englisch in der Sekundarschule. Um die öde Grammatik mit den Teenagern diesmal

Kleine Erfolge


Zweitfrau


http://www.infoup.at/370.0.html
In this article Marika Heinonen tells about her visit to Milla’s EVS-project. She visited a crèche and a shelter, both located in Mitchells Plain, Cape Town and also Milla’s host family. Marika says it was a pleasure to visit a township and that she really enjoyed the warm welcoming. (January 08)
Raimonda Iškauskaitė 2008-05-02
Prieš išvažiuodama turėjau du tikslus: įgyti patirties, kurios negalėjau gauti Lietuvoje ir pateikti kiek imanoma daugiau informacijos apie Nigeriją, kurios pati negalėjau rasti, arba rastoji manęs netenkinio. Žmonėms, išgirdusiems savošą „savanorystė“ ir dar Afrikoje, labai dažnai tai siejasi su pasaulio gelbėjimu vienu ar kitu aspektu.
Savanorystę aš širšujo kiek kitaip, t.y. kaip darbą, kuris nėra materialiai atlyginamas. Aš pasirinkau pirmiausia pagal galimybes pagaminti pagrindinį švietimo atlyginimą, bet ir AHI klinikose pasiūlyti savo savo žiūrovus savo turėti ir tokiu, o kitaip pati patirtis. 
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Before going to Nigeria, I had two goals:
- to get experience that I could not get in Lithuania and
- to provide as much information as possible, which would be different from popular media reports.

Voluntary service conceptions (especially in Africa) is usually associated with a "world rescue".

I am not Mother Theresa. I have never even silently dreamed about world rescue and never thought that I have to help poor African kids. When I had to choose the project, I rejected all projects related with direct help: work at orphans' home, at schools, with homeless or asocial people.

Voluntary service I decipher in different way. I understand it as work, that it is not paid. I was thinking about the experience I am going to gain and if it helps anyone, it will be just an extra bonus. I really did not care where to do my voluntary service: Africa, Asia or any rich European country, I just wanted to work and to travel. That's how I appeared in Nigeria.

The project that I got was more or less what I wanted. I was working in non – governmental, non – profit organization called Action Health Incorporated (AHI). AHI is concerned about the prevailing appalling status of adolescent reproductive and sexual health and youth development.

One of the main tasks in the organization is – sexual education. AHI works six days a week. Target group is 9 – 24 years old people, which get information according to their age. Visitors can get concerning information as well as check their health or to find out their HIV status. AHI provides peer educators trainings and trainings for teachers and nurses that work with youths.

All volunteers more or less get information about the job they are going to do, because they are provided with this kind of information before they sign the contract. But if you get project in Nigeria it is a different case. Everything can be changed the last minute.

Before leaving I had a clear description of my project, but when I reached the country, I was told that my project had been changed, because of some unknown complications. Moreover, when I finally reached my new working place, no one wanted to give me any assignments. Their custodial tone and worries about not overstressing me became insupportable, because I did not have anything serious to do.

I started to complain, but it seemed that my colleagues did not want to share their work, like I wanted to take over their duties. And my supervisor was telling me that very soon he will give me so much to work, that I will even cry.

I was patiently waiting one more month till one day I accidentally met one of the executive directors and was asked about my work. I told the truth and situation became better.

I was working five days a week from 8am till 5pm. I was placed in Resources and Documentation unit, which is responsible for publishing youth magazine "Growing up", AHI publications, library and AHI website. I was working as an assistance of senior program officer. I helped to write articles for the "growing up" magazine, reports, reviewed AHI publications, magazines, website and contributed all new projects with new ideas. I helped to organized "Read me" competition and was a member of annual "Teenage Festival of Life" committee. Aside from that, I was attending computer class students where had delivered basic knowledge of Microsoft Office.

Knowing the situation in Nigeria, my working place as non – profit organization was quite rich. AHI has three floors building that combine two sectors and one not finished guess house. Almost all offices have air conditioners. All workers got new computers this year and half of them are connected to internet. I have never had a steady working place, but I could browse almost every day, even internet is so slow that to send 1,2MB photos takes 8 – 15 minutes. Even though, it was the only way to reach with my family and my readership.

Voluntary service's projects are very different the same way all volunteers are different. The choice depends on individual requirements and sending organization abilities to find projects.

You can read more articles of Raimonda Iškauskaitė published in Lithuanian Magazines on the following page:

http://www.lrytas.lt/-11913841801190872629-p1-Kelion%C4%97s-Lietuv%C4%97s-Nigerijose-dienora%C5%A1tis-Protu-nesuvokiama-Afrika-nuotraukos.htm
An article about Julie Marchand in a South African newspaper, November 2007

**Frogs’ legs for anyone?**

“*BONJOUR, Mon amie Julie. Je suis Sanda, Je viens d’Ocean View.*”

For those of us not fluent in the language, this would be how a five-year-old girl from Ocean View would introduce herself in French.

And by the looks of things, residents and visitors to the area should get used to the idea of being addressed in a foreign language by some of Ocean View’s little ones.

Children from Aquila Pre-primary School have been participating towards better and better joys for French in the last two months now as part of a language and cultural exchange programme called *Big things begin little*, says project coordinator, Chanel Daniels.

The main objective of this project is to teach a new language to children between the ages of five and six to liberate them from being stereotyped as inferior.

“We hope to broaden the minds of the children and make them aware of countries outside of South Africa.”

According to Daniels, the project was conceptualised during an international Migration and Language seminar hosted in Geneva, Switzerland, earlier this year.

The idea that South African children, especially children from poorer areas, grow up with a sense of isolation that limits their growth potential was something the International Conference of Volunteers, working with the Volunteer Centre in Cape Town, felt a burning need to address.

“It is our duty to make opportunities available to those children and not to lose them to the negatives of the world. We aim to empower them and make them aware that they have a future with infinite possibilities,” Daniels says.

And in the meantime the pre-schoolers, under the tutelage of Julie Marchand, a French teacher who bunks from France, are having a ball, school principal Mrs Warries says.

“They are given French language and cultural lessons once a week for one to two hours a day.

“They are really enjoying it and I believe the project will set us on what it aims to do.”

If the project proves a success, it should be expanded to other areas,” Daniels says.

Aquila is currently one of only two pre-primary schools benefiting from the project.

A taste of France: Julie Marchand with her learners from Aquila Pre-primary School. Photo supplied